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Alma Mater

Dear A&T, Dear A&T, a monument
indeed, Around thy base with

grateful hearts behold thy students

kneel. We bless the power that

gave thee birth to help us in our

need, We'll ever strive while here on

earth all loyalty to yield.

With joy, with joy, dear A&T, thy

students turn from thee To spread

thy trophies year by year from Dare

to Cherokee.

Dear A&T, Dear A&T, the signet

thou shalt be, Set by our great old

commonwealth, proud boaster of

the free She'd have the record of

her worth on granite not inscribed

Nay, let the children of her birth

proclaim it by their lives.

Dear A&T, Dear A&T, henceforth

our aim shall be, By precepts wise

and deeds more sure to bless the

State through thee; The arts of

industry to wield against an idle foe

A harvest rich from ripened fields or

what thy students sow.
rl
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SIMPLY
UNFORGE

"Simply unforgettable, are

those memories that will stay

with you forever , the good

the bad and the ugly, the

things that have molded you

into the person you are now

and who you will become in

the future.
11

1 jLhe 90's, a time period most

of us remember very well, was a

time rich with vibrant colors,

wild patterns and the best TV

shows. It represents the years

where we, the class of 2013,

lived freely and without a care

in the world. We dedicate the

book to that decade, those

Simply Unforgettable years."

"Simply Unforgettable is

supposed to serve as a reminder

of what it means to be a 90's kid.

From fighting with your siblings

about which color Power Ranger

you were, to blowing the dust

out of your Super Nintendo

cartridge. Class of 2013 we are

the beginnng of the 90's era.

Enjoy!"





DEDICATION
DEAN QUIESTER CRAIG

We admire Dr.Quiester Craig's dependability and love

for our illustrious institution. North Carolina

Agricultural and Technical State University thrives from

the diligence, commitment and dedication of

outstanding staff. The advancements Dean Craig has

made for our University have not gone unnoticed. "I

commend you for your exemplary leadership and
unyielding commitment." stated Harold L. Martin, Sr.

Since Dean Craig began his career at North Carolina

A&T State University he has had numerous outstanding

accomplishments.

In 1972 Dr. Craig became the Dean of the School of

Business and Economics. Seven short years later the

school of business received accreditation from the

Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business

International.(AACSB) Under his leadership the

Accounting program was the first to receive

accreditation at an HBCU. Upon reaching these

milestones many more have been accomplished.

The School of Business and Economics has continued

to advance, producing renown graduates ofwhom are

respected globally due to Dr. Craig Quiester's

continuous drive and efforts to improve the School of

Business and Economics. We would like to thank you
for your relentless servitude to North Carolina

Agricultural and Technical State University.
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By Richard Bouldin

Every summer newly admitted

students and their parents come
together for two days to attend

orientation. The first day starts with

students moving into the dorms
where they stay overnight,

followed by an introduction of the

orientation student leaders, and
important people here on the

campus. The days are filled with

fun, but are also very informative.

With multiple sessions held at

various locations throughout the

campus, students learn about the

ins and outs of NC A&T. During

the information sessions, students

were able to ask questions and get

answers from people here on
campus. Students were also able to

talk to various departments from

NC A&T's seven schools and
colleges, as well as, campus
organizations . After the

information sessions students were
able to mix and mingle in the

student union with a student mixer

full of dancing, food and fun. The
second day of orientation wrapped
up the events and allowed,

students to have fun with the

orientation student leaders.

Students ended orientation by
meeting with their academic

advisors, completing class

registration, signing up for Aggie

alerts, and making sure that when
August came around they were
ready to start the school year.





By Raven Davis

Welcome Week was a jump start into

the school year. The first week of

school is a good time to get out and
meet new people and also hang out

with old friends. Events such as a

hypnotist and comedy show were
amongst the fun programs hosted on
campus. At the hypnotist show the

host called students on stage and
required them to do entertaining

things such as a dance competition

and squirt themselves with water

bottles. Welcome Week also gave

students a chance to check out

organizations they would like to be a

part of. The Organization Fair

allowed new and old students to see

what each organization had to offer.

This was a big day for organizations

and often times they gain a lot of

members from the organization fair.

There were a lot of venders

providing free snacks and snow
cones. Towards the end of the fair

there was a Greek step show.

"Overall this was a good welcome
week, it's always something new
each year, the org fair was cool

especially with the music
,
everyone

was just chillin' " said Collin Glover,

a Sophomore JOMC student. As old

students enjoyed another welcome
week new students had a chance to

experience "the Best Welcome Week
Ever."



COLLEGE OF
ARTS & SCIENCES



By Raven Davis

The College of Arts and Sciences is a very

diverse school, teaching students technical

learning, professionalism and critical thinking

skills, with hopes of enhancing individual work
ethic and leadership skills. The mission of the

College of Arts and Sciences is to provide

concentrated programs of study in the arts,

humanities, cultural studies and the natural,

social behavioral sciences, to accomplish and
provide research and other creative

opportunities for the colleges' students and
faculty. In order to achieve these goals the

College of Arts and Sciences intends on
accomplishing their mission by providing

courses pertaining to service learning,

increasing the research and creativity-

production of faculty and staff, providing

opportunities for students to acquire analytical

and critical thinking skills, and to teach

effective communicating skills. These goals aim

to produce students that will be able to

effectively communicate, educate, research and
compete in the world and work place.



SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE &

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES



By Raven Davis

The School of Agriculture and Environmental

Science is a place where individuals can study

a variety of subjects such as, biotechnology,

agricultural, bio systems engineering, natural

resources management, waste management,
and food microbiology. These different

departments allow students to conduct

intensive research on topics that are

important to the human race. The variety of

skills offered, place students in the position

to make a bigger impact in the world, and
be of great use to the global work force.



SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS &
ECONOMICS



By Richard Boulclin

The School of Business and Economics is

preparing students to be competitive in today's

global economy. In fact, the School of Business
and Economics was the first in the Piedmont
Triad Region to be nationally accredited and
continues to be a leader in the educational

community. The business curriculum is

designed to provide students with real-world

skills and competencies to be productive,

knowledgeable workers in a challenging

environment. The school's learning goals focus

on communication, technology, critical

thinking, ethical reasoning, global awareness,

and teamwork. By offering quality educational

experiences, these goals are integrated into the

required coursework, which focuses on serving

students' needs within the academic
community. The school supports active student

organizations, carefully focuses on academic
advising practices, along with faculty service to

the university, and activities to retain students.



COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING



By Deon Williams

The College of Engineering at NC A&T is

America's top contributor of African American
engineers. This award winning college prides its

self in being one of the first HBCU's to be
awarded an NSF-Engineering Research Center for

Revolutionizing Metallic Biomaterials (ERC_RMB).
Engineering students are shaped into diligent

researchers, by forming professional partnerships,

and learning how to actively engage and benefit

the community.



SCHOOL OF
NURSING



By Deon Williams

The NC A&T School of Nursing ensures its

students are prepared to provide quality and
professional care to future patients. Nursing

students are held to a high academic standard

and undergo extensive clinical research and
practice. The School of Nursing aims to

condition its students for careers in the ever-

evolving healthcare field.



SCHOOL OF
TECHNOLOGY



By Richard Bouldin

The School of Technology at NC A&T aspires to

be a premier institution in solving global

challenges. The falculty and staff would like to

develop technology leaders for the global

economy by creatively utilizing technology and
innovation within the school, and creating

strategic private and public partnerships in

research and scholarship. The school of

Technoolgy strives to accomplish their mission

by having a student centered and project-based

learning environment. The school of

Technology has core values to pursue

excellence by valuing civility, ethical based

leadership, innovation, social responsibility,

professionalism, and learning.



SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION



By Richard Bouldin

Learning centered, the School of Education

prepares a variety of educators and human
service professionals for the workforce.

Building on our HBCU's legacy of exemplary
teaching and scholarship, as well as effective

public service, the school offers degrees at the

baccalaureate, masters and doctoral levels.

Education graduates are catalysts for learning

and leading in diverse environments that

engage in collaborative practice, with key
stakeholders from local to global communities.

The faculty and staff of the School of Education

endeavors to meet six goals by creating a

strong intellectual climate, excellence in

teaching, research, and engagement. Also by
positioning the university to be a premier

national research intensive institution, and by
embracing an entrepreneurial spirit. Finally, by
fostering a more diverse and inclusive campus
community, and encouraging academic
achievement and operational excellence







AGGIE CROSS



COUNTRY
By Kelyn Greene

The NC A&T cross-country team, led by
Head Coach Joel Pearson, had a very

impressive season. The cross-country

team was determined and hardworking,

which landed them fourth place in the

MEAC cross-country championship.

Saeed Kris Jones from Winton, NC said "I

love the spirit of competition that comes
with the sport. Victory is a great feeling,

but a hard fought race doesn't always

guarantee a win. On days like those it's

just fun to be out there on the track." The
team worked hard practicing, and
conditioning themselves in order to have

a successful season. The girls' team took

home the second place award at the

Newport Invitational and also success off

the track, with two seniors making the

academic honors list. The team ended
the season strong. The girls came in third

place in the ELON Invitational and the

Christopher Newport Invitational.



aggieFOOTBALL
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By Kelyn Greene

Compared to the 5-6 record the Aggie

Football team claimed for the 2011-2012

season, the team ended this year's season

with a couple of more wins under their

belt. "We had a good season this year.

There is always room for improvement.

We look forward to next year and
hopefully a championship season," says

Marlowe Wood, an Aggie running back
from Bowie, Maryland. The football team
was defeated by Coastal Carolina,

Morgan State, Delaware State, and
Bethune-Cookman. However, they won
two more games than last year finishing

the season with a 7-4 record. Head
Coach Rod Broadway said, "I'm tired of

getting my butt kicked," and that was
proven this year, as it was the Aggies first

winning season since 2003. The most
exciting game of the season was during

homecoming when the team had a great

win over Norfolk State, 30-9- Most

importantly, our football team is

improving and we Aggies will be
cheering them on every step of the way.

IGGIFS
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By Richard Bouldin

Led by Head Coach Hal Clifton and
Assistant Coach Arlene Mitchell, the NC
A&T volleyball team had a rough season.

With an overall scoreboard count of 3-29

the volleyball team gave it their all. No
matter what the outcome of their

previous game, the team worked hard to

be the best they possibly could be.

Although they were not as successful as

they hoped, the team gave it one-

hundred and ten percent to pull out

three wins during the 2012-2013 season.

Every win was exciting for them as it

allowed them bond. Since the team is

made up of mostly freshmen, playing on
the college level was something new for

them. "We improve on our skills and we
have done things we haven't done before

here at A&T," says Ian Thomas, a

Sophomore Journalism student from

Richmond, Virginia. The team will stay

positive with hopes of having a winning

season next year.





By Morgan Betty

The lovely ladies of Delta Sigma

Theta Sorority Incorporated

presented their handsome
contestants for their annual Mr.

1913 pageant on September 17,

2012, in Harrison Auditorium.

Hosted by our very own Mr. A&T,
Reginald Johnson and Rayvin

Dulin, a spring 2011 DTS member,
these gifted men graced the stage

and displayed their talents as the

judges determined the winner. Mr.

Brandon Brockington was
crowned Mr. 1913; along with

Chris Love taking the title Mr.

Alpha Mu, Malik Mickinnon won
Mr. Crimson, and Kamal Bell won
the title of Mr. Creme. "It's been an

interesting journey thus far. It was
definitely out of my element and I

have enjoyed uncommon and
memorable experiences as a

result," stated Brandon Brokington,

Mr. 1913, 2012.





By Raven Davis

The Alpha Phi Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. held

their yearly pageant which was
hosted by the very first Mr. Alpha
Phi, who won his title ten years

ago. As Mr., Jazmine, an alumnus
of A&T, began the show his Aggie

Pride radiated through the crowd.

The dance sector of Couture

opened up the show with an
African inspired dance,

representing the pageants theme,

"Welcome to America." The
pageant included talent, personal

style and interview portions, which
the participants were judged on.

Sophomore Kyle Wilkinson, from

Atlanta, Georgia, described his

style as "cool and comfortable."

While Zachary Canady expressed

the meaning of every article of

clothing he was wearing. In the

talent section, contestants charmed
the crowd by complementing the

lovely ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority Inc. with spoken word and
poems. Contestant Raquan Cotton,

from Prince George's County,

Maryland, explained his old player

ways in a poem titled "Play on
Playa" and told the ladies of the

Alpha Phi chapter that he would
"set away his ways" for one of

them. The talent that engaged the

crowd the most was the

unexpected glow show performed

by Sophomore Jared Bank from
Apex, NC. During the glow show
Jared danced to new and old hit

songs. Contestant Joshua Johnson
from Greensboro, NC, won the

lady audience members over by
playing smooth jams like, Trey

Songz "Dive In". However, Zachary

Canady took home the title of Mr.

Alpha Phi with his hipster style and
guitar playing skills.





By Kelyn Greene

Smart charismatic and lovely all at

the same time, the girl next door is

the ideal woman. In search of a

queen that most exemplifies the

qualities of the girl next door, the

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

sponsored the 2012-13 Miss Black

& Gold Pageant in the Harrison

Auditorium November 8th. The
fine men of Alpha Phi Alpha started

the show with video introductions

of all the contestants. While

wearing different career attire, the

ladies confidently shared their bios

with the audience. After having a

chance to get to know each

contestant and what they stood for,

the pageant flowed right into the

swimwear session. DJ Weatherman,
played "Adorn" by Miguel as the

ladies graced the stage in their

finest swimsuits. Right after, the

contestants were given the

opportunity to show case their

special talents. Miss Myja Gary

dazzled the crowd with her piano

top performance, while Miss

Tiffany Carson stole the show with

a dynamic poem and creative

costume. Before the judges were
left to declare a winner, the

contestants came back to the stage

in formal attire and had a flawless

question and answer session; each

contender exhibited knowledge
and confidence. Tiffany Carson

took home the crown for Miss

Black & Gold 2012-13, followed by
her royal court, Kani Young- Miss

1906, Brittany Timmons- Miss Beta

Epsilon, Ambryia Neal-Miss 1929

and Myja Gary who was awarded
Miss Congeniality.





By Deon Williams

As guest entered the Stallings

Ballroom of the Memorial Student

Union on October 4, 2012, they

were greeted by mimes at the door.

The mimes entertained the audience

as they waited for the pageant to

begin; but to everyone's surprise,

the mimes were the actual pageant

contestants. The four contestants

competing in the Miss Phi Mu Alpha

Scholarship Pageant were, Ashley

Bullock, Jessianna Reed, Justice

Morgan and Patrice Ware. A Night

of Romance was the theme of the

pageant. After introducing

themselves, the contestants started

the competition off with scenes

portraying a day in Paris followed

by the contestants modeling career

wear for the audience. Right after

displaying their professional attire,

the competitors showed off their

talents. Contestant number three,

Justice Morgan, dazzled the crowd
with her ballet skills, while

Jessianna Reed, contestant number
two, sang her heart out. Ashley

Bullock, contestant number one,

graced the stage with a praise dance

and to end the talent portion,

Patrice Ware performed a drum
solo. Before the crowning of Miss

Phi Alpha, two scholarship winners

were announced and certificates

were presented to students in the

audience. Patrice Ware was
declared the winner of The Second
Annual Miss Phi Mu Alpha

Scholarship Pageant, family and
friends and guest alike were ecstatic

about her victoiy and new title.





By Deon Williams

Fire and Ice, A New Age of Royalty was the theme for the

2012 coronation. The special occasion that starts off the

homecoming celebrations, was presented in a circus

atmosphere with its own ringmaster, Gogo Lomo-David, to

host the show. Before the ceremony began, the audience and
special guests were welcomed by Dr. Harold L. Martin, NC
A&T's Chancellor, and all the kings and queens of the on
campus student organizations, were introduced and seated.

While being introduced, the student organization couples

entered the stadium doing a traditional African ceremonial

dance while the name of their organization was announced.

After the seating of the Royal Court, and final walk of the

former Mister and Miss North Carolina A&T State University

2011-2012, the Aggie Big Top Dancers initiated the ceremony
with a memorable African dance.

The year-long reign for Mister and Miss North Carolina A&T
State University, Jordan T. Brunson and Jasmine N. Gurley,

has come to an end and the beginning of Reginald Johnson
and Catherine Hamlin's journey had just begun. No royal

festivity would be complete without entertainment for the

king, queen and guests. After the initial crowning of Mister

and Miss A&T, circus performers captivated the audience with

death defying tricks. The juggler, The Spectacular Spinning

Morgan Stilt Walker, impressed everyone with his undeniable

equilibrium skills, while the trapeze performers, the Aggie

Aerialist, mesmerized guests with graceful hanging acrobatic

stunts. The Aggie Aerialist exited and amazed the audience

with a beautiful display of strength and beauty as she

entangled herself in white satin clothes hanging from the

ceiling.

The ceremony came to a close with open ended special

tributes from both the king and queen, followed by open
welcoming and congratulations from family members an

friends.





By Deon Williams

There is no other contender that could outperform NC
A&T choir. NC A&T's own students led a glorious praise

ceremony in the Corbett Gym Monday night October 22,

2012. Dressed in black, white and purple, also

accompanied by beautiful praise dancers, the choir

uplifted the audience with an out of this world energetic

performance, and that was just the beginning. Next on
stage was Tye Tribbett and the Greater Anointing gospel

group that sung their own well known songs like "No
Way" and "Victory." The audience praised and shouted

with excitement as Tye and his award winning group sang

praises to the Almighty. Donald Lawrence and the Tri-City

Singers dominated the stage and kept the crowds' energy

going with praise and worship and ended the concert by
leaving the crowd in light spirits. This year's Homecoming
Gospel Concert left Aggies wanting more and looking

forward to next year's Homecoming Gospel Concert.
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By Raven Davis

Some people were skeptical that the comedy show wouldn't

produce a large crowd like the previous years because of the

lineup, but they were wrong. Corbett Sports Center was
packed and Aggie Pride was in full effect. The host Tone X,

brought humor to the stage throughout the show, while

attempting to get the crowd to follow him on Twitter so he

could be considered "famous." The first to take the stage was
Red Grant who required a lot of participation from the

crowd. After a specific gesture he required the crowd to

make certain sound effects. Next to take the stage was Bruce

Bruce, an Atlana native. He made jokes about his weight and
gave out about ten shirts to the crowd. One of the audience

members was even willing to slide down the banister to get

hers. Before Deeray Davis took the stage, the host, Tone X,

warned the audience to not walk in front of the stage

because they would be made fun of. Deeray Davis talked

about his childhood, growing up with a feminine cousin, and
his mother's boyfriends trying to chastise him. He also talked

about his eleven year old daughter and all of her smart

comebacks. All three comedians made fun of an audience

member who was wearing an old school purple suit. Bruce

Bruce referred to it as a "Civil Rights Movement" suit. Kelyn

Green, a NC A&T Sophomore, majoring in architectural

engineering, recalls laughing so hard she couldn't breathe,

she said she loved the roar of laughter that swept through

Corbett Sports Center.





By Raven Davis

This year the homecoming fashion show started off with a

twist. It usually begins every year with Couture Productions,

but this year, VERGE Modeling Troupe opened the show and
they came out with a bang. As they strutted across the stage,

they took the audience back through different decades with

the theme, "Fashion Apocalypse." Every year during the

intermission, there is a catwalk competition for homecoming
tickets. This year it may have been the highlight of the show.

The winner even earned a nick name "Beetle Juice," due to

his fashionable outfit's resemblance to the popular character.

The second troupe to perform was Couture Production, and

they let it be known that they were back with their theme
"Return to the Throne." Couture dancers and Word Sectors of

Couture, entertained the crowd by dancing and singing to

Tyler the Creator and Kayne West. The models had the crowd
on the edge of their seats with their fashion forward attire.

The show was fantastic and entertaining, no different from

the previous years. "It was fantastic and consistent, the head

snaps were on point, crisp and sharp moves!" mentioned NC
A&T Sophomore, Alexis Mclntyre.





By Raven Davis

Excitement was at an all-time high as the beginning of The
Greatest Homecoming On Earth finally arrived. The Pep
Rally set the tone for the rest of homecoming week, the

host encouraged students to get up and dance as they

represented their class and hometowns, seeing which
group could get the most hype. Everyone in Corbett

participated in the wave, spreading the energy throughout

the building. The seniors were hype, for their last chance

to enjoy the Greatest Homecoming on Earth Pep Rally

before becoming alumni. " The Pep Rally for Greatest

Homecoming On Earth 2013 was the best one we had in

my four years at A&T. It was extremely hype, the

entertainment was a plus and the host kept the spirit

flowing" says Janae Crockett, a Finance major from

Forestville, Maryland. There was continuous entertainment,

including a singing competition which Radelia Harrison, a

sophomore Biology student from Marlton, NJ won with her

performance of, "And I'm Telling You" by Jennifer

Holliday. Corbett Sports Center was jammed packed as

Aggies anticipated the surprise performer, Mykko Montana
who performed his new hit, "Do It" as the crowd went
crazy.





By Deon Williams

The Greensboro Coliseum was packed on Friday October 26,

2012 for the homecoming Step Show. Hosted by Chuck
Deezy (Charles Davis), actor and writer, known for his role

as Ivory in the comedic film How High, he engaged the

stadium with R&B trivia, and gave away prizes and even put

on a little show of his own with one the guest on stage.

Put on by NC A&T's finest Fraternities and Sororities, the

homecoming Step Show stomped out last year's event by
presenting fresh visually innovative performances with

themes and videos at the start of each act. Iota Phi Theta

took audiences into the world of Willy Wonka and imitated

the well-known Oompa Loompas. The Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity Inc. came dressed to impress in slacks and ties

with a rising comedian theme. The ladies of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Inc. stole the crowd's attention with a

takeover theme. Finally, the men of Phi Beta Sigma
dominated with an enforcer theme and ended the show with

a skilled blind folded step show act.





By Kelyn Greene

The Aggie football team lived up to expectations this year,

winning the homecoming game for the second year in a

row! They defeated Norfolk State with a big win of 30-9-

Aggies reached a record of 16-16 after the homecoming
game win. This was the first homecoming win with since

2001. "This was only one game, but homecoming is a lot

better when you come away with the win," coach Rod
Broadway commented after the game. Alumni played a big

role at the game as they were on the field cheering and
dancing with the Golden Delight like old times. "It was a

great experience to perform with women who came before

you, it was like a big reunion" said Tasha McCaskiel, a

Junior Public Relations student from Charlotte, NC.

Students and alumni both enjoyed the half time

performance in which the band entertained the crowd and
performed a mixture of old school songs. If you expected

to have a seat arriving early was a must, "I arrived a little

over a hour early to save seats for my friends and I and it

was still difficult, but we made it work", says Imani

Mitchell from Brooklyn, New York. Despite the lack of

seats, Aggie Pride filled the stadium as people mingled,

danced to the band's tunes and enjoyed the football team's

victory.





By Richard Bouldin

The week of festivities ended with the Music Talks Concert

featuring Trey Songz, Elle Varner, 2 Chainz, Young Jeezy, and
Big Sean. The Greensboro Coliseum was packed to capacity

with people from all around the United States. Elle Varner

kicked off the concert with many of her hit songs such as

"Refill" which made the crowd go crazy. Everyone was
anticipating the the entire lineup of artists, but when Trey

Songz and 2 Chainz came on stage the crowd escalated to the

next level of excitement. The Greatest Homecoming On Earth

2012 created a distinct atmosphere, one filled with fun and
excitement that lasted from the beginning to the end of the

week. Kasey Evans from Henderson, NC said, "The concert

was cool but Trey Songz was a disappointment, I did like 2

Chainz and Elle Varner she did a great job with "Refill" and
the cover of 'Thinking About You'." The Music Talks

Homecoming Concert was a big success and was enjoyed by

many, with songs such as "Dive In" sung by Trey Songz and
"Different" by 2 Chainz with a crowd that was wild, live, and
crazy along with a great atmosphere the concert was hands
down the greatest way to end the Greatest Homecoming On
Earth.





"The Right Reverend Dupree in

Exile," was performed by a small

cast of five NC A&T theater

students in the Paul Robeson
Theatre on September 27, 2012.

The Reverend Dupree was played

by Tyler Madden, with Shelby

Womask in the role of the

reverend's wife, Miriam. The
reverend's younger son, Kenny,

was performed by Terrance

McAllister. The reverend's older

son, Brendan, was performed by
Andrew Coleman, and the older

son's wife, Olu, was portrayed by
Danielle Smart. They put on a heart

wrenching performance about a

dedicated reverend, recently

diagnosed with Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis(ALS) also known
as Lou Gehrig's disease, and his

subsiding faith. The story took

place during the Christmas holiday,

a time when family and friends get

together to celebrate the season. As

the family got together at their lake

house, which had been in the

family for many years, everyone

was affected by the deteriorating

condition of Reverend Dupree. The
audience was taken aback by
images of death which haunted the

reverend daily. However with the

support of his loving family and
the rekindling of his relationship

with his son, the reverend renewed
his faith in God and continued to

live a humble life.





By Raven Davis

Expanding horizons and exploring

new cultures, is a learning and
growing experience for anyone that

decides to take on the challenge.

NC A&T gave students a glimpse

into the world of travel and studying

abroad by having an International

Education Week. The journey

started with an international

Beverage Social in the NACB, where
Aggies socialized over different

drinks from all over the world,

followed by a panel discussion. The
next day students had an

opportunity to talk about their

experiences in different countries

such as Canada, Ghana, and Greece.

During the Orgullo Aggie: Aggie

Pride in Latin America, James
Griffin, an NC A&T employee and
grad student working on his

Master's, shared his experiences

while studying in Brazil; which was
a dream that he felt was out of

reach. However, with the guidance

and assistance of the Office of

International Programs, he was able

to live out his dream and shared his

adventures with the audience

through a memorable PowerPoint

presentation. Marquita Johns, a

Senior Psychology major, also talked

about her voyage to Costa Rica and
how it changed her view of the

world. Claire Benton, majoring in

Secondary Math and Education,

shared her journey to the

Dominican Republic. To end the

international festivities and to start

off the holiday season, international

students were invited to celebrate

and learn about American holidays

and traditions and at the same time,

share their own cultural traditions

with their fellow students at the

Annual Multicultural Thanksgiving

Dinner. Alanna Goddard, a Senior,

native of Trinidad hosted the annual

Multicultural Thanksgiving Dinner in

hopes of expanding the variety of

students participating in the

international events and programs

on campus.
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By Raven Davis

November 6, 2012, was a big day

in America's history. It was a day

that every Aggie who was on
campus will remember. President

Obama made history again, but

during the election watch party

students were on the edge of their

seat. Mitt Romney had the lead in

the beginning, and it seemed as if

he was too far ahead for Obama to

catch up. As the votes came in the

lead became larger and larger.

There was a sound of agony
among students who needed
Obama to win, in order to

guarantee they would be able to

continue their education. The
election took a turn in Obama's
favor when he won all 55 electoral

votes in California. There was a

loud cheer in Stallings hall when
Obama was announced the winner
in each state. Sophomore Kevin

Pewitt, from Cleveland Ohio, said,

"I was ecstatic and excited, it is

such an important election because

it impacts us not only as people

but college students." Kristopher

Dennis from High Point, NC,

recited a rap he created during a

commercial break, stating how he

needed Obama to win or he would
be forced to drop out. He also

expressed how he felt as if Romney
didn't care about him or his

people. During commercials,

everyone in Stallings "turned up" to

the latest music but as soon as the

election came on, everyone was
tuned in. The election was a big

one for many Aggies because

Obama is on their side when it

comes to financial aid and staying

in school. The election was
predicted to be a long one but

Obama won by a land slide, cutting

the election short. It was known,
that Obama was re elected

president before midnight. When
the good news was announced, it

was pandemonium all throughout

Aggie Land. Students were outside

of dorms cheering and students in

the election party made their way
to the reflection pool and some
students jumped in, in 36 degree

weather. Aggies celebrated well

past midnight.









BASKETBALL
By Kelyn Green

Although, it was a tough season the team
prevailed with more wins than losses and
conquered the MEAC tournament. The
2013-2014 Mens Basketball team won
their first MEAC tournament game in 18

years, against Morgan State 57-54. This

was a huge accomplishment for our

university. The Aggie's won their first-

ever NCAA tournament with its 73-72 win
over Liberty in Dayton, Ohio. Their loss

in the tournament was to eventual NCAA
tournament champion Louisville. The
student body celebrated this history

making victory. This was a great way for

the seven seniors on the team to end
their journey on the Aggie basketball

court. Dominique Behonh, Roger Buck

Jr., Jean Louise, Adrian Powell, Lawrence
Smith, DaMetrius Upchurch, and Austin

Witter ended their journeys with a bang
as they took part in making Aggie

history, what could've been any better?

Forward Lawrence Smith said, "This

season we had our ups and downs
however through it all we persevered

and came out on top making a lot of

people believers of this basketball

program. Overall this season was a

blessing and will be remembered for a

lifetime."





BASKETBALL
By Kelyn Green

The Lady Aggies Basketball team this

season went 22-10 marking it the fourth

time in six seasons they finished with 20

wins or more. More highlights of the

season consist of the team defeating their

biggest rival North Carolina Central by a

blowout score of 67-27, and reaching the

post season for the fourth time winning a

bid at the 2013 WNIT. The MEAC Rookie

of the Year Honoree, Eboni Ross, was
honored at 6 of the 9 weekly
conferences, which is a great

accomplishment for the first year star.

The Aggies program has been to

threeWNIT's and one NCAA tournament

in the last six years. The team reached

the semifinals of the MEAC tournament

for the first time in four years. The team
not only shined on the basketball court

but in the community as well. The team
supported National Breast Cancer

Awareness Month by participating in the

Women's Only 5k Race at Cone Health

Women's Hospital, showing courage and
diversity as they dedicated some of their

time to serve the community.
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By Raven Davis

The spring semester is a time for

celebration beginning with MLK, Jr.

holiday celebrations. Students

participated in community
engagement projects in the local

elementary schools and with not-

for-profit organizations in the

community on January 21, 2013.

The holiday is considered "time on"

for service to others. Later in the

week a commemorative program
was held in collaboration between
NC A&T and UNC-G. Dick

Gregory was the guest speaker.

The NC A&T Fellowship Gospel

Choir sang at the commemorative
program and later in the week gave

a concert in honor of the occasion.

The celebration continued with

February 1 Observances which
recognizes the accomplishments of

the NC A&T Four and the "Sit-In"

movement. For Black History

Month Student Government
Association and the Gentlemen of

the Shop presented various

programs throughout the month.

The first program held February 5th

was titled, "The Beginning". This

program consisted of encouraged

Aggies to take pride in being

African American. It was an

educational program that informed

the audience of the culture of the

motherland. February 12th

provided students information

about stereotypes the African

American culture faces. "The

Enlightenment" allowed the

audience to ask themselves, "Why
do we still entertain crabs in a

barrel?" The last program for the

week was a discussion panel on
how campus can be changed for

the better. Overall, the Black

History Month programs were
powerful yet entertaining. "The

Black History programs provided a

great avenue for our students to

learn more about the African-

American story, It helped put our

lives into perspective , in order to

know where we're going we must

know we must know where we
came from" says Canisha Turner a

Junior from Waverly, Virginia.







AGGIEBASEBALL



Source: NC A&T Sports Information

The Aggie baseball team closed out the

regular season with a tough loss, seeing a

ninth-inning lead slip away for the

second straight game as they fell 7-5 to

Savannah State on May 10th. The team
made a come back when they opened
up the 2013 MEAC Tournament with a

16-11 victoiy in 13 innings against No. 1

seeded Delaware State at the campus of

Norfolk State five days later. The Aggies

were going for their fourth title in

program history, and first since 2005.

Individual team members also thrived

this year. Shortstop Luke Tendler was
named MEAC Player of the Week on
March 7. Tendler was named first-team

All-MEAC. He is tied for the nation's lead

in doubles with 25. Senior first baseman
Kelvin Freeman was named MEAC Player

of the Year. Freeman was selected in the

17th round, 498th overall, by the Chicago

Cubs in the 2013 MLB First-Year Player

Draft. Freeman is the first A&T player

drafted since Xavier Macklin was selected

in 2011 by the Oakland Athletics, and is

the seventh Aggie player drafted since

2002. A&T has had 15 total players

drafted since the MLB First-Year Player

Draft began in 1965.



aggieSOFTBALL



The Lady Aggies softball team finished

7-8 in the MEAC and earned a berth into

the MEAC softball tournament. Three

players hit better than .300 and catcher

Sabrina Edmonds led the conference in

home runs with 11. Jax Kaye Woodard,
formerly known as Juanita Jemigan, led

the team with a .342 average. Third

baseman Tranea Jones was 30th in the

nation in toughest in strikeout.
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North Carolina A&T hosted the 2012 and
2013 MEAC Outdoor Track and Field

Conference championships at Irwin Belk

Track. Jenea McCammon won the

conference title in the women's 400

meter hurdles, and the NC A&T men
finished second at the conference meet
(2012). The women finished third.

Fifteen Aggies (men and women
combined) qualified for NCAA Regionals

in 2012. The men's 4x100 meter relay

team (Earl House, Darryl Williams, Jarrell

Elliott and Torrance Womack) qualified

for NCAA Nationals. Sprinter Jarrell

Elliott qualified for the U.S. Olympic
trials. Jumper Jared Baldwin was named
the inaugural MEAC Man of the Year in

July, 2012.

NC A&T had two athletes compete at the

2013 NCAA East Division I Track and
Field Preliminary Round which was held

at NC A&T's Irwin Belk Track.





The Aggies finished the season 2-13

overall with a 1-5 MEAC mark. Due to a

decrease in players due to injuries, it was
a challenging season for the Aggies.

Jayla Scott made it to the B Division

semifinals round at the 12th Annual
HBCU National Tennis Championships in

Georgia durng the fall. The team has

five outgoing seniors and four freshmen,

thus making this season a time of

transition for them. The Aggie freshmen

had plenty of playing time to provide

experience and growth for their future

seasons.



By Kelyn Greene

The RHA dorm step show kicked off the Aggie

Fest Festivities, taking place in Corbett Sports

Center, students came out to support their

roommates, friends, and resident halls on
Monday, April 8th. Throughout the duration of

the show students cheered on their friends and
held their posters representing their dorms with

their names written across them. The host

Christina Evans and Aurielle Lowry, were very

interactive with the audience, hyping students up
asking them to shout out hometowns, area

codes, and classes. Couture Productions

performed during intermission using a

combination of dancing, spoken word, and
modeling. Finally, as the show came to an end
audience members were at the edges of their

seats waiting for the winners to be announced,

Barbee Hall took home first place, Aggie Suites

grabbed second place, and the divas of Curtis

Hall claimed third place.



By Raven Davis

HOWDOWN
ITUAL FAIR

The Spiritual Enlightenment Fair was a new
addition to Aggie Fest. It was held during class

time in the quad which produced a large crowd.

Student development did a great job hosting this

event; the audience was intrigued while being

simultaneously educated. "It was a great addition

to Aggie Fest, it was a successful attempt to add
diversity to campus while educating students"

says Dorian Davis a Sophomore Public Relations

student from Raleigh, North Carolina. The fair

informed Aggies about the various faiths and
religions that exist and also the importance of

diversity of faiths that are present in society.



By Kelyn Greene

The "Aggies and Poets" showcase, took place in

Stallings Ballroom on April 9th, 2013, with a set

up and stage resembling a theater front with

the headline lined in lights reading "Apollo:

Welcome Aggie Poets." The line outside of

Stallings started around 7pm and the crowd
became very chaotic and the entire Union
Memorial Lobby was packed with Aggie

Students who were eager to see the show. With

Stallings Ballroom only able to hold 300

students things did get hectic. Brandon
Brockington, founder of GT (Grand Trilogy)

from Baltimore, Maryland opened the show
with a spoken word piece that left the crowd
mind blown with his sophisticated metaphors

and deep thought. Aggies and Poets had a great

turn out. As more students are turned down
every year due to lack of space, Aggies and

Poets will soon need to seek a larger venue.



By Raven Davis

The Resident Hall Association presented the

Bowling Black Out, an RSVP event, for the first

time during Aggie Fest 2013. It was a hit,

bringing out about 500 Aggies, eager to

participate. Students were provided

transportation to the facility. RHA provided

endless opportunities for fun during the

Bowling Black Out. Students were given an

unlimited amount of games for bowling, food

was provided and upon arrival students were
given a card with a ten dollar balance allowing

them to play games in the arcade including laser

tag "This event was a great experience and a

new addition to Aggie Fest. It allowed a chance
for students to travel off campus and fellowship

together through bowling, laser tag and free

food!" says Dorian Davis a Sophomore English

student from Raleigh, North Carolina. Bowling
Black Out broke the tradition of the usual Aggie

Fest events, but students loved it.



By Kelyn Greene

This year, our Aggie Fest planning

committee switched things up on lis. What
we know as the "block party," traditionally

taking place in front of Brown bookstore

during welcome week, was held in the

Holland bowl. Students gathered around

watching A&T showcase some of its talents.

A couple local entertainers performed,

Verge-modeling troupe did their thing, and
the Greeks' definitely showed out and
represented their organizations to the fullest.

"It was the best one I've been to since being

at the T. A lot of people showed up and
showed out" says Kristian Dixon a

Sophomore Accounting student from

Clinton, Maryland. The crowd w as hype as

the DJ played some of their favorite tunes.

The Williams Dining Hall closed its facility

and set up a large tent outside for the

students to eat out on this nice day, making
the block party similar to a cook out.



By Raven Davis

The seventh annual Iota Phi Theta Stroll off

attracted a large crowd filling both levels of

Corbett Sports Center. The event did not begin

until 7pm however, people formed a line at

5:30pm to see the show. All active divine nine

organizations on NC A&T's campus participated

this year bringing Greek alumni back and newly
initiated Greeks out to compete and watch the

show. Because Greek campus presentations had
just occurred, the excitement was at an all-time

high with students eager to represent their new
organization. Each organization competed in

three different rounds with two of the rounds

being pre prepared to a certain song. For round

three the judges picked a song for the teams to

compete to. Top songs played on the radio

were used during the competition getting the

crowd up to sing along and dance. "I thought

all the organizations did a great job representing

themselves" says Sophomore Amber Woodard
an Elementary Education student from Raleigh,

North Carolina. For entertainment during the

intermission the spring 2013 new initiates of the

Alpha Phi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority, Inc. strolled to their signature song,

Bow Down by Beyonce. There were also

performances in between rounds by Alpha Phi

Omega. The Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi

Alpha took home the first place award for the

fraternities, while the Alpha Mu Chapter of Delta

Sigma Theta won first place for sororities.
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By Raven Davis

The quad area was an obstacle

course during student SGA
elections, as campaigning was in

full effect. SGA elections is a time

when students are veiy

enthusiastic because they believe

their candidate is best fit for one of

the most important leadership

positions on campus. Students

running for positions were eager

to inform others about what they

promise to do for them in the

upcoming school year. Campaign
teams assisted them in holding

signs and passing out goods to

ensure their candidate got the vote

Tiffany Carson SGA Secretary elect

for the 2013-2014 school term said

" I enjoyed the competition with

my peers. I am excited to be a part

of the Turner administration."

Everyone was excited and the

passion behind every campaign
was evident, Aggies were
dedicated to getting their

candidate in office, campaigning

during all of their free time. Alexis

Cash SGA Treasurer elect said,

"Having a campaign team was
essential to my campaign, I

appreciate people believing in me
and my vision."





By Mian Cash

College is an opportunity given to

students to help ignite them in

their success. This year's

leadership conference helped

students come into realization that

with success a difficult journey

follows, and every encounter

experienced counts. NC A&T has

been one of the few campuses, for

seven years running, to provide an

all expense paid leadership

development conference for its

future leaders. The Leadership

development conference provided

Aggies with a full day of

informative sessions and etiquette

training workshops. During the

informative session workshops, the

conference hosted a number of

speakers from various companies.

Mr. Scott Lilly, Vice President of

Talent Acquisition and Campus
Relations for the Thurgood
Marshall Fund, had the privilege of

being a keynote speaker with a

message entitled, "How to Make
the Little Things Count." As the

conference closed, students left

with an unforgettable experience,

ready to challenge the business

world. Aggies like Amber Urooj, a

graduate student in the School of

Counseling, were able to network

with professionals and learn about

the changing dynamics of career

development. Amber said, "One of

the best things I learned, was using

the do's and don'ts of social media
in terms of career development...

this conference is something that

each Aggie should attend at least

once, there is so much to learn

about yourself as well as others."





By Raven Davis

The senior art show was a big day
for the senior art class, it was their

day to shine. Preparing for the

show took a lot of hard work and
team effort. Cheyenne Lowe a

Senior Visual Art and Design

student says, "This event was a lot

of hard work I was here until 2am,

but I am satisfied with the

outcome." The senior art class

displayed their art in Dudley's art

gallery for everyone to see. Guests

came for one thing, to see the

product of the hard work and
effort the students put in

throughout the year. But before

they could tour the gallery there

was an opening ceremony.

Roymico Carter , the Director of

Art, spoke to the crowd and gave

the senior class kind and
encouraging words to take with

them as they embark on their next

journey in life. Following the

ceremony friends and family were
allowed to tour the gallery which
consisted of students art on the first

and second floor. Cadell Lyles an

Elementary Education student from

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

favorite art on display was "Night

at Petra by Marc Graham. Cadell

said, "This piece stood out to me
because of the color choice" and
described the work as "exhilerating

and inspirational."
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By Kelyn Greene

The NC A&T theater department

performed "Dearly Departed,"

during the week of April 19th.

The production was a

reenactment of the typical family

struggle but in the end they all

reunite for the greater good of

everyone. In the play the family

comes together to plan a funeral

for a departed loved one. The
play was full of emotion, pain,

heartache, comedy, and plenty of

drama. Kierra Gary played a

major role in the play, acting as

Lucille Turpin, the daughter in

law to the departed loved one
whose struggles to conceive a

child with her husband. Kiara

gave us a little insight on her

experience on stage, stating,

"Being that this was my first play,

everything was new to me so this

was a wonderful learning

experience. I became more
confident on stage by battling

with stage fright and I bonded
with people who shared the

same interests and goals as me.

We all had a love for theatre."
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Kristofer Abel

Alani Adkins

Folaranmi Afolayan

Shamsa Ali

Do'trell Allen

Joyce Allen

Monica Allen

Steven Allen

Toni Allen

Marcoln Anders

Aisha Anderson

Alana Anderson

Annetta M Anderson

Mario Arlington

Courtney Artis

Keonna Austin

Aaron P Bailey

Alta Bailey

Theresa Baker

Venita Baker

Kierra Banks

Jeffrey A Barrett

Keron Bass

Amanda Bbard



Alex Beauboeuf

Aaron Bell

Tracy Bell

Reginald Bellamy

Dauryl A Belle

September Bembry
Britni Bennett

Brad Benson

Robert Benson

Claire E Benton

Ariana Betts

Nicole Beverly

Ashley D Bigelow

Benjamin Binder

Kamilah Blackston

Ashley Blalock

Colin Blassengale

Roman Blount

Portia Board

Ashley Boone

Tysheika Bordeaux

Darrian Bost

Naima Bowers

Cassandra Boyd



Precious Bradley

Timothy M Bradley

Delores Brandon

Desmond J Briggs

Brianna Brower

Shamika Brower

Alena Brown
Jacobei Brown

Jerica Brown
Juliet Brown
Maurio Brown
Muriel J Brown

Ryann Brown
Stephanie Brown
Raylene Bruce

Whitney Bullock

Erica Burks

Amanda R Burnett

John W Campbell

Jessica Cannady

Stanley Cantrell

Malik Canty

Xavier Capers

Amira Carter



Mackenzie Chambers

Jessica Chavez

Tiffany Chavis

Benard Chola

Theron Christopher

Keith Clark

Leajean Claye

Alisha Cleggett

Joseph Coe
Ashlee Cohen
Rachel M Cole

Yanna Coleman

Jasmine Collins

Tameka Coly

Autumn Conaway
Carmen Connor

Danielle Cook
Brianna M Cooke
Anthony Cooper

April Cooper

Keith Cooper

Ciarra Cornelius

Samuel Craig

Kenneth Crawford Ii

i



Lakisha S Crews

Janae Crockett

Cayla Cross

Ricky Cunningham

Briea L Curington

Samantha J Cutchin

Joseph B Cutchins

Ronnie Cuthbertson

David Daniel

Brittany Daniels

Erin Daniels

Joseph Daniels

Takeria Daniels

Christina A Davis

Devin L Davis

Jamaal Davis

Jasiman Davis

Jasmine J Davis

Robby Davis

Jeremy Days

Ian Mitchell Dear

Julalak Deekae

Michele Delgado

Rheda Denning



Desiree Dixon

La Kendro Dozier

Todgi Dozier

Laroy Dubois

Rayven Dulin

Ladijon Duncan

Cesley Edwards

Lariah Edwards

Pamela Elder

Kayla Ellerbe

Andrea Elliott

Kenara Esparza Harris

David Etim

Andrea Evans

Christina Evans

Courtney Evans

Taylor Evans

Astaria Everett

Zachary Everett

Morgan Everheart

Alisha Fairfax

Kristen A Farrell

Jamal Featherstone

Dashawn Fleming



Jessica Fleming

Ashleigh Fogg

Johnathan J Ford

Kelvin Freeman

Aisha Friday

Kiawana Fulford

Brittany Fuller

Jocelyn Funchass

Benford Gardner

Jamal Gardner

Jamell L Garner

Taya C Gaskins-Scott

Ulysses Gaston

Symone Gateau Smith

Sascha Gibson

Ivy S Gill

Jordan Gladman

Rachel R Glee

Omolara Chinue Glenn

Starkenya Glenn

Jared Godley

Jamon Goodwin
Arlisa O Gordon

Antwoine Goza



Lindsey Grandy

Shavaun Gravenhise

Shanay N Gray

Tristan Gray

Ashley E Green

Daniel Greene

Nicholas Greene

Saidah Greene

Ryale Grier

Antonio Griffin

Tori Griffin

Danae Grubbs

Alysha Guice

Sierra Hairston

Andre Hall

Whitney Hansford

Joy Harley

Ebony Harris

Jasmine Harris

Philip Harris

Sheldrack Harris

Ashley Harrison

Capricia Harrison

Daria N Harvey



Tyesha Harvey

Christopher Haskin

Joilee Havner

Brian Hayes

Jamaal Hayes

Horace Hayes Jr

Irian Hdndre

Jared Henderson

Roniecia Henderson

Stanley Henry

Katina Henson

Matthew Hester

Mia Hester

Darius Hicks

Bradford Hill

Edward Hill

Joshua Hill

Sarah Hill

Tiana Hill

Jasmine Hines

Vacques Hines

Sade Hinton

Whitney Hinton

Jamien Hoggard



Tramaine Hopkins

Michael Home
Jarret Howard

Taleah Howard

Arielle Hunter-Sowell

Cedric Ingram

Jessica Ingram

Tiera Isler

Averi Jackson

Nicole C Jackson

Shawn Jackson

Ashley Jacobs

Taji Jacobs

Victoria Jacobs

Brandon James

John James

David Jean Francois

Brian C Jefferson

Devan Jeffries

Aaron Jennings

Marquita Johns

Alyssia Johnson

Amos Johnson

Elliott O Johnson



Oleshia Johnson

Reginald Johnson

Samira Johnson

William Johnson

Aleigha Jones

Allen Jones

Kristopher Jones

Lashonda Jones

Nicole Jones

Anouar Katakpaou

Jordan M Kendall

Ayanna Kennedy

Mary Jacqueline Kersey

Shelby Kilgore

Charles King

Cherita King

Denise Kirby

Nimat Kituku

Anthony C Lambert

Hassan Lamot

Tierra Langley

Martin Langston

Tierra Lanier

Carlos D Lassiter



Andrea Lawrence

Christophe Lee

Daylonda P Lee

Rashonda Lewis

Matthew Lipscomb

Jewel Livingston

Gogo Lomo David

Monique V Luchion

Brittany Luster

Billynda Lyon
Shannel Mackins

Amber Majette

Patrick Malichi

Heath Mallette

Kameki Malone

Chelsey Mann

Christopher R Martin

Torrence Marunda
Claressa D Mason

Te' Ana Mason

Jessica Mayo
Amber McBride

Erica McCamey
Justin McClattie

J



Jabari T McClendon
Maya McCorkle

Angel McCowan
Tashane McCullor

Chelsea McDaniel

Keshawn McDaniel

Tracie Ann McDowell
Nicole McEwan

Michael McGorda
Danielle B McKay
Andre M McKoy
Michael McLean

Jenell McMillon

Krystian McOowell
Chloe McSwain
Raun Merritt

Elizabeth Miller

Vanity D Miller

Megan Mills

Patrick Mills

Tia S Mills

Tevin Milton

Kelofia Mitchell

Noureann Mitchell



Shamain Monroe
Justin Montgomery

Cameron Moore
James Moore

Jasmine Moore
Parris Moore

Shanequa Moore
Joy S Morgan

Macey Morgan
Megan Morgan
Camilla Morrell

Thomas Morton Jr

Thomas P Moses
Patrick Mosley

Joshua Mouzzon
Ashley Munnelyn

Brittany Murray

Emmanuel Myers

Aliyah Nashid

Danielle Neal

Khyra Neal

Keisha Nesbit

Lashawn Nevins

Mark S Newton



Bashira Nixon

Macquin E Nnadi

Timothy Noble Ii

Destenie Nock

Courtenay Norman
Jayla N Nowlin

Stirling Nwafor

Ebony Oaks

Juvarez Ogbuneke

Ashley Oha
Tolulope Oke
Daniel Oldham

Liana Olds

Adenola Oshiyemi

Derek Overton

Leslie Owusu

Caitria Page

Kristina Paisant

Arica Parker

Bradford Parker

Kenneth Parks

Asha Patrick

Jasmine Patterson

Kiara Pearson



Jermarion Pegues

Neidy Perdomo

Genaro Perez - De Leon

Bryan Perry

Sharode J Perry

Tyrone Perry

Danielle Peterson

Darryl E Pettiford

Danny L Petty

Shanea Phillips

Tracy Phillips

Quentesa Pierce

Mariah Pinckney

Trenton Pinnix

Jazmine Pittman

Terrell Poe

Korey Pough

Alexandria Pouncy

Dwaine Powell

Javon Pratt

Imani Randolph

Shakira Redd
Frederick Reives

Olivia Rice



Tawana Richardson

Justine Riddick

Monique Roberson

Chalssie Robinson

Theodore Robinson

Xavier J Robinson

Nicole Rodgers

Virginia Royal Harrison

Sherie Royster

Kristin Rush

Alex Sanders

Kenu Sanders

Trevor Sanders

Tres Savage

Heleese Scott

Jasmine Scott

I Jasmine Scott

Sahara Selby

Shannon Sellers

Raasheem Sharpe

Desiree Simmons
Gregory Simpson

Brienne Smith

Brittne Smith



Catherine Smith

Ciearra Smith

Eric Smith

Glori Smith

Indigo Smith

Jessica Smith

Joellisa Smith

Lawrence Smith

Martinique Smith

Nia Smith

Paul Smith

Tiffanie Smith

Trevis Smith

Charles Snowden
Shawna Spence

Lykari Spencer

Whitney Springs

Isaiah Stanley

Sonya Stanley

Jeremy R Starks

Lititia Stephens

Natasha Stephens

Diana Steward

Jlaan Stewart
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Michelle Stith

Timalya Stocks

Shantika Stokes

Kimberly Stratford

Da'nisha Strong

Lucas Suarez

Ian Surratt

Alexis Sutton

Sierra Swain

Devannie Taylor

Dennisa Thomas
Stanita Thomas

Amber L Thompson
Jared Thompson
Jasmine Thompson
Shawanda Thompson

Trevor M Thornton

Thomas Threatt

Troy J Tolson Jr

Dennis Toms

Whitney Torain

Allison Townes
Roy Townsend
Jazmine Travis



Alexis Raven Trent

Shauntae Trott

Chanel Tucker

Jazmine Turley

Satonya Turnbull

Michael Turner

Gabrielle Tyler

Terrence D. Vaugharn

Melissa Venable

Justin R Wade
Brittany Walker

Taylor Walker

Whitney Walker

Ashley Walker Smith

Christopher B Wall

Paris L. Wall

Jasmine Ward
Dexter Ware

Isaiah Washingotn

Denzel M Washington

James D Weaks
Juanita Weaver

Jessica Webb
Arnetta West Doggette
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Brandon Wright

Jordan Yarbrough

Katrina Young

Alexis White

Amanda White

Brandon White

Velma White

Camille L Wilkerson

Shantel Wilkerson

Brittinie Williams

Clarence G Williams

Deon Williams

Jamal Williams

Jasmine Williams

Joseph A Williams

Swanda Williams

Avery Williamson Jr

Jasmine Wilson

Shelby Womack

Torrance L Womack
Shaletia Woodard
Alyssia Woods
Jessica Wooten



James Blackburn II

Rycal Js Blount

Sierra A Coulter

Xavier Hunt

Mahassa Jones

Jade Lauallen

William Lyle III

Bryce Reid

Germanek Smith

Emani Terry

Tamontray Tucker

Mashona Williams

Rickey Cash

Brian Dawson
Corie Judge

Imani Mitchell

Ahmad Muhammad
Ashley Snipes

Leandra Waters

Reginald White



UNIORS

Angelica Smith

Ke Yatta Wall

Morgan Beatty

Darrell E Anderson

Latrice Burgess

Shanedra Covington

Nathan Kemp

Aszha Lewis

Mariana Ngoundou
Christopher Rice

Jordan Robinson
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STUDENT UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES BOARD

The Student Union Advisory Board is part of the educational

program of NC A&T. It is the organization primarily

responsible for shaping the Memorial Union, the center of

NC A&T's social activities, designed to enhance the social,

moral, intellectual, cultural and political life of each

individual student. Through its various committees, the

SUAB provides cultural, social and recreational programs

to make free time activity and education go hand in hand.







STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

The aims of higher education are to aid an individual in realizing

his/her potential and becoming an effective member of society.

The means to this end are independence of thought, active

awareness and participation in various academic pursuits. The
individual is the center of learning. Therefore, these aims have

meaning only insofar as, they relate to the individual. Whatever is

done in the educational community must be evaluated in terms of

Ithe effect on the student and his/her learning process. The Student

{Government Association, as the representative of the student

community, must be committed to these goals of higher education

in order to justify its existence.

To attain this purpose, the SGA must assume the following

responsibilities:

-Create an atmosphere of freedom that allows the student to move
beyond the limits of traditional interests by being a creative and
contributing individual

Aid in a meaningful interpretation of the concept of the university

community.

-Provide opportunities for each student to participate in activities

that develop and realize potentialities

-Create awareness of national and international affairs and of their

significance for the individual

Allahquan Tate, President

Canisha Cierra Turner, VP ofInternal Affairs

Precious Bradley, VP ofExternal Affairs

Patrick Malichi, Secretary

Desiree Simmons, Treasurer

Antonio Smith, Jr., Attorney General

Catherine Hamlin, Miss NCA&T

Reginald Johnson, MisterNCA&T



NPHC
NATIONAL PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL

Mission: "Unanimity of thought and action as far as possible

in the conduct of greek letter collegiate fraternities and
sororities, and to consider problems of mutual interest to its

member organizations."

Alpha Phi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.

Chapter President: Jewel Livingstone

Current Membership: 12

Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.

Chapter President: Emmanuel Johnson
Current Membership: 16

Alpha Mu Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.

Chapter President: Whitney Walker

Current Membership: 33

Zeta Alpha Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.

Chapter President: Ashley Penn
Current Membership: 22

Zeta Chapter of Iota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc.

Chapter President: Mitchell Peele

Current Membership: 9

Gamma Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc.

Chapter President: Olivia Rice

Current Membership: 3

Eta Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.

Chapter President: Greg Simpson

Current Membership: 26

Mu Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.

Chapter President: William Rowell

Current Membership: 3

Alpha Nu Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.

THIS CHAPTER IS CURRENTLY ON SUSPENSION UNTIL
FALL 2014







COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS

The Council of Presidents (COP) of NC A&T serves as the

governing body of student organizations. The council is a

participatory body comprised of the student organization

presidents designed to serve as a liaison which assists,

governs, and advocates for the registered and recognized

student organizations on the campus of NC A&T and their

respective memberships.

The purpose of this council is to:

-Provide an assembly of student organization presidents for

development and implementation of plans to keep campus
organization life meaningful, wholesome, stimulating,

productive, and active;

-Be involved in learning and training experiences designed to

enrich leadership skills;

-Represent the university whenever a cross-section of student

organizations is invited to conference with N.C. A&T officials

or visit another university. When appropriate, the council

invites organizations from other colleges and universities to

participate in campus activities;

-Foster an environment where presidents' can share the

opinions, concerns, and voice of their organization

membership can be address, resolved or furthered.



GRADUATE STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL

Graduate Students Advisory Council is an advocate for

effective growth and development of the graduate

community.

The mission is to serve its members in the following ways:

To represent the needs and desires of a diverse graduate

student population by promoting organized events that

will allow students to unite through service, social

enjoyment and professional development. We will

recognize issues and concerns affecting graduate students

and encourage effective communication and robust

collaboration across the university community.

President

Dwayne Johnson

Executive Vice President

Arturo Cummings

Vice President of Internal Affairs

Korey Craig

Vice President of Communications
Shannell Lucas

Vice President of Events

Tiffany Richardson

Vice President of Finance

Younouss Adjibi

Vice President of Advocacy
Michael Watlington







Art Circle, the student organization of the Department of

Visual Arts, is a collective of individuals who create,

appreciate, and/or are dedicated to the craft of the visual

arts. Through events such as hosting annual art exhibitions,

gallery visits, artist talks, and studio workshops, Art Circle

works to raise and maintain a high standard of quality within

our Visual Arts department and in the community. We strive

to improve and maintain the studio spaces of our Visual Arts

department. We promote an appreciation and awareness of

the visual arts and its cultural and aesthetic role to the world

surrounding us. Art Circle provides an engaging environment
for artists to exchange ideas, share skills and techniques,

establish bonds, and explore new opportunities.

Strengthening the understanding of the significant role of the

visual arts, the level of discipline, and quality of work, Art

Circle strives to lead by example. We work to establish

leaders and artists who possess a strong work ethic. Through
the Artist Choice Award, Art Circle recognizes students who
have shown exemplary commitment and dedication to the

development of their craft and collegial participation. This

year's first time award winners were Dante Demary, Devante
Fletcher, and John Hunter.



BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC.

The Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,

Inc. was chartered by Mr. Charles W. Greene on March 28,

1929, twenty-three years after the fraternity's historical birth

at Cornell University. Chapter activities encompass and
exceed the traditional social and minimal community
service of most undergraduate chapters. The members of

the Beta Epsilon Chapter are committed to the uplifting of

its members, the students of North Carolina A&T State

University and the Greensboro community through service

to all mankind, knowledge, the promotion of scholarship,

achievement, and the nurturing of young minority males.

Bro. Emmanuel Johnson
President

Bro. Davon Morris
Vice President

Bro. Jaired Epps
Recording Secretary

Bro. Keon Mitchell
Corresponding Secretary

Bro. Matthew Hester
Financial Secretary

Bro. Theron Christopher
Treasurer

Bro. Richard Artis

Historian

Bro. Richard Artis

Assoc. Editor/Spbinx

Bro. Quintin Walls
Programs Chair

Bro. Jamell Garner
Sergeant at Arms

Bro. Jamell Garner
Pa rliamentaria 1

1

Bro. Theron Christopher
Chaplain

Bro. Richard Artis

Webmaster

Bro. Lorenzo Lawrence
Stepmaster







I LIVEWIRES

The Aggie Livewires are the gold standard of HBCU Pep Squads.

Our mission is to stimulate and develop student interest in

cheering for and supporting NC A&T Athletics.

Indigo Smith

President

Jamal Featherstone

Vice President/ Public Relations

Quaniqua Miles

Secretary/Miss Aggie Livewire

Tia McNeil

Treasurer

Christopher Moore
Event Chairperson/ Co Cheer Coordinator

Brandon Morrison

Historian/Assistant Cheer Coordinator

Paris Futrell

Recording Secretary

Mark Paylor

Mr. Aggie Livewire/ Co Cheer Coordinator

Tevin Branch
Parliamentarian

Erica Walker
Alumni Lesion

Ms. Tia Uthiem
Advisor





Modeling, Word (Singing, Poetry, and Rapping), Dancing, and Staff

Couture Productions is the stylish presentation of innovative

performance.

Mission Statement: Couture Productions is an entertainment

student organization that recognizes individuality, teamwork,

and creativity. Our mission is to rebuild the organization's

image and increase productivity by proactively collaborating

with other student organizations in programs and dependently

coordinating events that promote integrity, professionalism,

and the building of character through artistic forms of

expression.

Vision Statement: Embed a sense of family throughout the

organization through bonding activities, the establishment of a

support system that encourages members to push one another

to excel and expand so that we can help each individual

expose their talent and develop their craft, and by openly

expressing, addressing, and resolving prominent areas of

concern whether they be academic, personal, or Couture

Productions related.
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Q: How has A&TprepareUyouforfilling this sgfrflarship's

requirements?

A: A&T has prepared me in a variety of ways to meet the

Fulbright requirements. Fulbright looks for students who
are not only academically gifted, but also possess the

leadership capabilities to be an ambassador of the United

States while participating in the Fulbright program.



The academic rigor of my major, Computer Engineering, has

Dushed me to think outside of the box and develop those

critical thinking skills. Through late night study groups,

projects, and tutoring others, I gained a tremendous amount
of knowledge in my chosen academic discipline. Having

zonfronted Murphy's law several times over the course of my
academic career, I have learned how to network and realized

hat sometimes you need to lean on others for assistance.

Dutside of the classroom, A&T has offered me various

:hances to develop my leadership skills. Through my
natriculation, I have served on a variety of boards and been
apart of different initiatives to address many of the problems

racing students at A&T. This has helped me learn how to

\vork with different types of people, lead a group of my peers

and utilize critical thinking skills in a whole new manner.

Some of the positions I have had the opportunity to serve in

are the Chapter President of the Beta Epsilon chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Region II Academic Excellence

Chair of the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) and
Programs Chair of the A&T chapter of NSBE, and I also served

as a member of the Chancellor's Academic Review
Commission.

Q: When you first came into A&T, was it where you visioned

yourself being? If not where?

A: When I first came to A&T, this is not where I envisioned

myself being. I knew from day one that I did want to excel

both inside and outside of the classroom, but I did not truly

know what that would mean for me. I decided to take it one
day at a time and do the best that I could in everything I put

my hands on. I figured, although I didn't know what was in

store for me, by doing my best I would subsequently come
out on top. I saw myself graduating amongst the top students

in my class, but never as someone who would make history

as the first Fulbright recipient at A&T.

Q: What do you hope to learnfrom you r experience /
participation in the Fulbright Scholarprogram?
A: I look forward to submerging myself in the United

Kingdom's culture and in the end gain an appreciation for

their culture and customs while understanding how we differ

from them. I would like to travel and visit the different

countries that encompass the UK. Inside of the classroom, I

hope to continue my level of excellence and prove that

Aggies can compete no matter where they go in the world.

Through his experience as a Fulbright Scholar studying

abroad, Emmanuel plans to gain a global perspective and
understand how he can have an impact on a global level.

X
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eginald Johnson, Mister Agricultural and Technical

State University for the 20 14^2013 school year, not only

served as a phenomenafMifter to our institution but he

made history. He says, "I \'k$ determined to return

lome to campus victorious, With the title of Mr.

BCU." Reginald returned to Aggie land with every

le under his belt setting trj|\bar high for future

sters. HjHnA

Q: ^Vhat willyou^ss most
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Q: What wereyourpreparation methodsfor thepageant?

A: I was very focused on making that week very

effective and assuring each male walked away informed.

I didn't have a lot of time to prepare for the pageant

because a lot of my focus was very much so on this

week. Upon standing in front of him and answering

each question, he would then give me advice on how to

improve my responses and really bring things home.

Also, we went shopping for suits to guarantee I

presented myself well. For my talent everyone knows
that Reggie dances around campus, I am a theater major

so the creativity and the talent portion was the easiest

part. Everything else came from years of experience. I

was Mr. Dudley High School, the first Mr. Freshman, Mr.

Sophomore, and of course Mr. A&T.

JE JE

Q: What does it mean to accomplish something so great

such as winning the title ofMister Historically Black

Colleges and Universities and making historyfor North

Carolina A&T?
A: I didn't want to just go and win for myself but I

wanted to bring this title back to A&T because it hadn't

been done before. I wanted to make the undone
reality. I am the type of person who loves to be among
other leaders and men who are doing positive things

with themselves as well as for the community. This

was the most joy I got out of competing because it was
a chance for the contestants and I to just to compare
interests as far as what the necessities were at our

different HBCUs and the relevance and importance of

each our institutions. These conversations assisted in

the betterment of the African American community.



Ja^Von Robinson, a Social WofI??sij4clent from
Durham. North Carolina, has been vef^nvolved;
during his time here A&T. His work Jj^e has not
gone unnoticed and he has beerf^iggned theJ
"Unsung Hero" for the 2013-2014 scWfol ye^M
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shine and when I say colors I mean my Aggie Blue

and Gold came out. I have met many people and
brought plenty of smiles to many faces. I have

spoken on behalf of students, served on many
advisory boards, and served in the BIG 5 (with the

exception to Greek life, I served as their in-house

photographer). I have grown professionally and gain

a lot of experiences and many golden opportunities

like serving to select our Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs, many Directors in Student Affairs Division,

writing grants within the Division of Student Affairs,

and meeting our First Lady Michelle Obama for

graduation last year.

Q: What does Aggie Pride mean to you?

A: Aggie Pride will always mean what the Aggie Pride

compact says, 'Achieving Great Goals In

EVERYTHING Producing Renowned Individuals

DEDICATED to EXCELLENCE." Former Miss North

Carolina A&T State University 2007-2008 Candace
Michelle Johnson once said "Aggie Pride is more than

a saying and a chat at sporting events, it's a lifestyle."

I wrote this quote on my Instagram "Aggie Pride is

more than a saying, it's a lifestyle."

Ja'Von believes, "You do not need a title to make a

difference you just need to find your Aggie Pride and
that consists of having values, commitment, lifelong

learning, service, respect, confidence, and most
importantly being a part of this university's legacy."



By Raven Da\

Dorian Davis, a Sophomore Journalism and Mass

Communication student from Raleigh, North Carolina,

is known around campus for his involvement, he is

literally all over the place, in a good way. His ability to

4 juggle extracurricular activities and excel in the

j& classroom amazes both students and faculty. On
campus, Dorian holds an impressive position as Mister

Sophomore. With this title he has done remarkable

things on campus. He assisted in hosting programs

such as, the Ultimate Gentlemen Series, Cards for

Connecticut and Helping Hands and many more.

Dorian also serves as Staff -Coordinator for Couture

Productions and has held multiple internships all while

{maintaining a 3-8 GPA and his greatest

accomplishment thus far, building a stronger

relationship with his mother.



Q: What isyour motivation/inspiration?

A: My biggest motivation is my mother. Although it

seems like a cliche answer, my mom has always

been my biggest cheerleader, always telling me that I

can be great, and remains as the one constant source

of positivity and faith in my life. Besides my mother,

my inspiration comes from the people that I mentor

and call my little brothers or sisters. They inspire me
every day to keep pushing for success, so that I can

continue to inspire them in return.

Q: What areyour career goals? What steps do you
plan on taking in order to achieve them?

A: I have numerous career goals that range from

owning my own non-profits dedicated towards

educating and rehabilitating prisoners and
advocating the study of liberal and culture arts in the

lives of young black men, to working in international

relations.

Q: Often times when you're seen on campus you're

dressed up, Are there any particular reasonsfor that?

A: I choose to dress up around campus because it

reflects my style and my personality. I also feel that

first impressions are very important; therefore, I am
always prepared to look my best.

Q: What advice have you been given that guides you?
A: The best advice that I have been given is to

always provide service to others. The one quote that

I live by is "Success is the path that we follow;

service is the light that we leave behind ..." I believe

that in order to achieve success, you must serve

others that is why I live to mentor.

Upon graduating with a B.S. in Journalism and Mass
Communications with a concentration in Public

Relations, Dorian plans on pursuing a master's

degree in Non-Profit management. Throughout his

career he plans to travel and live abroad. Dorian

ultimately wishes to leave a substantial footprint of

service on the world.

STUDENT FEATURE



Patrick L. Moseley is a senior, Political Science

student with a minor in Philosophy from East

Atlanta. Patrick is a Marine Corps veteran with a

passion for doing all he can to help others which '

has been exemplified during his time at A&T.

Q: Which ofyour accomplishments have meant
the most to you, and why?
A: My recent selection to speak to the North

Carolina General Assembly during this yfear's

HBCU Lobby Day on the behalf of m\*^fvcrsity

and its Political ScicnJj^epartment. I choose this

moment because I \\ as''select|^J to provide the

closing address; of all prepared statements, mine
w as considered the most poignant. This meant a

lot to me because it can be difficult to find your

place w ithin student life, as a full-time non-

traditional stude^fffcfwever. 'the response I
.. ^

mam



received from the other university students, state

representatives, Lobby Day organizers, and the media

was the culminating welcome to academia that I have

long strived for. This was my most public

accomplishment to date; for me, it could not have been
on a greater stage.

Q: What areyour career goals?

A: I was recently selected into North Carolina Central

University School of Law. I am more than likely going

to pursue a career in politics supported by practicing

law.

Q: Describe your time at A&T.

A: My time at A&T was rewarding and fulfilling. A&T

has equipped me with the academic tools necessary

to excel in law school, I am truly grateful for that.

Q: How has being involved on campus impactedyow
A: I have enjoyed my time here and the relationships

that I have developed (students, administrators,

faculty and staff)- Being able to contribute to the

student life without prejudice or disdain as a non
traditional student was a contributing factor that

greatly enhanced my ability to matriculate through

the university.

Patrick lives by the quote, "If I should fall seven

times expect me to raise eight."

PATRIC
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By Raven Davis

Alanna Goddard, a senior Public Relations student

from Trinidad and Tobago, is very proud of her

heritage and culture, she sometimes even carries the

flag around to represent for her country. On campus
Alanna is involved in PRSSA and the multicultural

club.

Q: Which ofyour accomplishments has meant the most

to you?And why?
A: One of my biggest accomplishments was the

Multicultural "Thanksgiving" dinner, which we planned

with the multicultural center. The dinner gives the

foreign students a sense of what Thanksgiving is and
also American students have the chance to see what
those unlike themselves do inside their own culture.

Q: What are your Career goals?

A: I would like to be a minister of tourism for a

Caribbean country utilizing my Public Relations

background.

Q: What motivates you?
A: My motivation is my family, I am one of the few
people in my family that is a US citizen. Because I

am different from my family it motivates me to

succeed.

Q: Tell us more aboutyour ethnic apparel andposes.

A: Our ethnic apparel and poses are considered very

sexual and sensual, Americans would call it "half

naked".



I

Benjamin Daniels is a Senior, Information

oJogymajor from Syracuse, NY. A quote h^S

lives by^^rlfelkiag external can have any power
over you unless you permit it" by O.Gg
Benjamjn loves this quote because he]

scribes him to a tee. He says, "I fee

all in control of our own destiny and^

and more importantly actions will^

No one can take that from
thing."

Q: How have your internships and co-ops prepared

youfor the workforce? 2p
A: Being a Fortune 500 company, Cisco has

prepared me for the workforce by exposing me to

Corporate America. My time with them allowed me
to work on my formal and informal communication
skills in a work environment. Effective

communication is a big piece when it comes to

being successful at work. I am an IT Analyst with

them and I work on Data Visualization for ^
j)|gfjHpg purposes. '"^Iiiii

QT^P^P? ofyou inteniships/co^Kfm0beefl your

favorite? Why?
: Cisco was actually the offlpiifempany I interned

This summer is my third time with ther£ and



I love it. I like their culture and the kind of people

that they hire. Everyone is helpful, kind, and smart.

My team is awesome and I received a very warm
welcome when I returned so again the culture at

Cisco is great.

Q: What advice do you havefor students trying to

secure an internship or co-op?

A: My advice is to start in the classroom.

Relationships with professors are cool and everything

but companies are most impressed with a high GPA.
Make your GPA your main focus and it will definitely

pay off. Another thing is you have to attend the

career fair, fall and spring. These companies come
with the sole purpose of giving us jobs and
internships so to not show up is the same as not

trying. Lastly talk to the companies and ask educated

questions, do some research before you talk to their

representatives and they will be impressed with

whatever you know even if it's not a lot.

Q: How do you manage to stay on top ofyour grades
and extracurricular activities?

A: Staying on top of my schoolwork and all of the

clubs that I am a part of is easy for me it's just

prioritizing. I make a calendar in my phone and
follow it. I give myself a 30 minute reminder when I

have class so I rarely miss it and as far as homework
goes I schedule time to do each assignment the same
way. Occasionally I will miss meetings with my clubs

because I will forget so I make sure I set a reminder

for everything because if I don't you will definitely

catch me in my apartment just watching random
moviesCmy biggest hobby.)
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By Raven Davis

Jelani Elom is Senior, double majoring in Visual Media
Design and Art Education from Youngstown, Ohio. A quote

that he lives by is "All life demands struggle. Those who
have everything given to them become lazy, selfish, and
insensitive to the real values of life. The very striving and
hard work that we so constantly tiy to avoid is the major

building block in the person we are today," By Pope Paul VI.

Because he believes as he faces life's struggles, he becomes
stronger as God leads him on the path to achieve his dreams

Q: What wouldyou say A&T has contributed to you
that will assistyou infuture endeavors?

A: Yes, A&T has greatly contributed to my growth preparing

me for my future by presenting me with the various

challenges that have and will teach me the skills and
knowledge that will lead to my success in my future.

Q: Describe your time atA&Tand what willyou miss most?

A: My time at A&T is best described as the Odyssey, the

beginning of an endless journey with many "Twist And Turns"

and through its trials and tribulations it has made me a better

man. I will miss most the people, events and opportunities

presented by the school.

Q: How many extracurricular activities/organizations are you
involved in? Why do you think it is important to be involved on
campus?
A: Currently, I am a member of the Eta Chapter of Phi Beta

Sigma and the Iota Beta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia of

America Incorporated. I have been part the Midwest Aggie's,

the Aggie maniacs, and I Am Music and Media. Being

involved on campus is the best way to develop yourself into a

leader, and to build the necessary network and connections to

lead to your success while, supporting and helping others in

your community.

Upon graduation Jelani would like to use his skills to teach art

or to attend film school abroad.

STUDENT FEATURE





By Raven Davis

Tristan Bazemore is the go to man for photography

on campus, his success can partly be contributed to

his favorite quote, "Mind over matter" that he looks

to for strength on his way to, "obtain monumental
success".

Q: What has been your inspiration to become an
entrepreneur?

A: Growing up, my family member's were hustlers.

Therefore, the trade of an entrepreneurship grew on
me.

Q: When didyou findpassionforphotography?
A: It has this charming aesthetic about it that is so

minute and can literally provoke a huge and dramatic

impact. It has the power to change the way you see

life. The drama or emotion captured in the frame can

virtually manifest itself and the way you see and
respect people, or things. What a powerful and
beautiful medium, don't you think?

Q: On campus you are know by Tristan Means, what is

the meaning behind that name?
A: The meaning behind the name is to provide

exceptional service and to evoke all the dreams of my
clients allowing them to cherish creative photographs

that will ultimately end up as a physical piece of

memory. That's the way I pretty much try to brand

myself.

Q: What do you enjoy aboutphotography?
A: My photography is a way for me to express the

candid and honest moments I capture in my life. Some
showcase the explicit love affair I have with

photography. Others are just of my daily encounters.

All are 100 percent real and I wouldn't trade them for

the world. That's what I mostly enjoy about it.

After Tristan graduates he plans to continue pursue his

love for photography, network and expand his brand.





By Richard Bouldin

Kenneth Brown from Reidsville,NC is a senior Liberal

Studies major with a concentration in Cultural Change

and Social Development. In addition to being a

dedicated student, he is also serving our country.

Q: What inspiredyou to join the army?
A: My inspiration for Joining the Army was the love i

gained for the military through doing 4 years of ROTC
in High School. There I excelled and found my true

potential to be a leader

Q: What is your advicefor anyone considering going

the army?
A: My advice would be look into National Guard and

the Army Reserves before going right into Active Duty

Army because a lot of people have a lot of civilian

goals and opportunities that may be more easily

attainable if that did Guard or Reserve because they

only work one weekend out the month and three

weeks in the summer which makes doing civilian

duties that much more easier.

Q: What are yourfutureplans asfar as the army and
school are concerned?

A: My future plans is to get my degree and utilize it

to become an Army Officer. Also, I plan to make a

career out of the Army and retire after 20+ years.

Until then though I want to be the best leader and

NCO possible by leading by example, and leading

from the front.

Kenneth lives by the quote, "Be Blessed. Be an

Example. Be Encouraged." -Unknown





By Melanie Jones

The Aggie Bulldog is a Junior, Accounting student born

in Aggie land, North Carolina. He takes pride in being

the mascot for such an illustrious institution. He says,

"Being the Aggie bulldog takes energy, excitement, and

commitment."

Q: What made you become our universities mascot and
Why?
A: Well, I was walking around Richmond Hall and I

saw a flyer for the position, I figured I'm not doing

anything else so why not, plus I thought it would be a

cool thing to do

Q: Willyou keep this positionfor the rest ofyour college

career? Why or why not?

A: I plan to, and I enjoy it, I have a really great time

being the mascot. That and I hear a lot people say "Yo

our mascot is too cool, he just be cutting up."

Q: What does it take to be the Aggie bulldog mascot?

A: You have to be energized because nobody wants to

see a lame mascot, you have to be exciting make the

crowd, kids, students, laugh or watch you. Lastly you
have to be committed it's not something you do when
you feel like it, I love being the mascot, I love the

cheerleaders and spirit program and I love my school,

being the mascot I feel I express that very well.

Q: Being our university's mascot what have you always

wanted to see our university do, referring to sprit: silly

halftime shows, Aggie girl dog, or etc.?

A: I have always wanted to see the dog on move in day

with the incoming freshman, to express a true Aggie

Welcome. Or just randomly on campus, at games I

would love to see the dog jump off a trampoline to

dunk a basketball. A girl Aggie bulldog? I guess it

couldn't be that bad.

STUDENT FEATURE
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By Kelyn Greene

Ron Broadway, the current coach for the A&T football

team played football for the University of North

Carolina for all four years of his undergrad career.

One of his most cherished memories is when the

team was crowned ACC champs of 1977. Broadway
says, "It was a beautiful experience, a great time to

grow up. The biggest thing I learned at this time was
you can achieve a lot with good attitude and hard

work."

Q: How didyou get into coaching?

A: Growing up it was just something I always wanted
to do, I remember as early as the sixth grade. The
ability to compete, do things, and travel stood out to

me and I knew coaching was something I was meant
to do.

Q: As a coach, what is yourphilosophy, for example
what do you emphasize most to thefootballplayers?

A: Doing the right thing and making good sound
decisions is very important. It is easier to make wrong
decisions on the field than it is to make the right

decisions. The wrong decision could mess you up or

even cause injury unto one of your teammates because

you didn't think that action through.

Q: What changes have you administered to the North

Carolina A&T State University'sfootballprogram?
A: Quite a few actually, we encourage our guys to take

pride in what they do and we push them harder in the

academic field. We have witnessed an increase in class

attendance and grades. Our coaching team implements
academic meetings with the players once a week as well

as daily study halls. Before the players would go to the

study hall, sign in, and leave but now they actually go
and stay due to the fact we have coaches go and
monitor the sessions.



Michaela Gaddy is a sophomore
from Raleigh, North Carolina. She

is known around campus for her

outstanding style.

l.What inspires your style?

I would definitely have to say

Teyana Taylor & VaShtie . I love

the fact that they can be
themselves and not care what
anyone has to say about them .

They wear what they are

comfortable in and they dress for

themselves and not for anyone
else . One day they dress like a

boy and one day they can dress

girly. They are versatile when it

comes to fashion unlike others

that are scared to dress outside

of the box because they care

what people think of them .

That's what I love the most about

them and that is what inspires

my style and my individuality.

3.Describe your style. How does

your style differ from others?

I would describe my style as veiy

urban. My style is different from

others because I try to wear
things others are afraid to wear. I

like to dress outside of the box,

but not too crazy!

4.Do you follow trends? If so how
do you stay up to date with them?

To a certain extent, yes but if I do
follow trends I try to change them
up & put my own twist to them. I

stay up-to-date through tumblr

and my favorite celebrities.

MICHAELAgaddy



By Raven Davis

Shakia Jason, better known as Kia

is a Senior
,
Physical Therapy

student from Charlotte, North

Carolina. Upon graduation she

plans on attending graduate school

and studying Physical Therapy.

Although her major has nothing to

do with fashion she has a passion

for street wear and altering trends

to fit her personality.

1.How wouldyou describe your
style & bow does it differfrom
others?

I would like to describe my style

as carefree. I really don't dress in

one category of style. I wear
whatever I want to for that day
and it may differ from the previous

day or the next day.

2. Who inspires your style ? What
fashion icon(s) do you look up to?

Streetwear really describes my
style. I like to look at what people
are wearing on the streets of

Charlotte, to the streets of NY, to

the streets of Cali. I'm even
intrigued by what people are

FASHION
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wearing in Japan and London.

3-How do you stay up to date with

trends? orDo you create your own?
I wish I was fly enough to create my
own trends , but really I don't feel like

I create my own trends however, I do
feel like I am a one of the pioneers

and I do help set off a few trends. It's

a lot of things I see that me and a few
others do first then later on down the

line everyone doing it. But whatever
the trend is I always keep a sense of

myself or twist it with a little bit of my
individuality with it.

4.Do you have afavorite brand ifso

what? Why?
I don't really have one favorite brand.

I could list for days the brands that I

like. I will say brands that attract me
are brands that have a statement

behind their clothing or brands with a

meaning or purpose or even a good
story. When exploring a new brand I

like to read the background before I

purchase.

Shakia believes that style and clothing

are based off of expression and
creativity. It shows who you are

without using words. She makes sure

whatever she is tiying to articulate

with her style is something positive
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By Raven Davis

Jamal Featherstone is a Visual

Design Senior from Ahoskie.

XC. He is the Vice President of

Aggie Livewire and enjoys

chilling and hanging out with

his friends.

1. How wouldyou describe your
style'" How does it differfrom
everyone else's'"

Honestly. I don't know how I

would describe my style in

words. I never have a vision of

what I want to wear I just put

whatever I feel looks good and
suits me for my mood of the

day. I will take risks that will

make people do a double take

but also make them observe my
looks.

2. How do you stay up to date

with trends'" Or do you create

your own'"

I do not follow new trends to the

entirety. I sit and observe what
everyone wears but I add my own
special twist and changes to it. I

design my own wardrobe based off

of the things I see but how I

believe it fits me. Like the saying

goes, "its not what you wear, but

how you wear it."

3- Which celebrity would you say

describes your style best'" Who is/are

yourfashion icons'"

I cant give a name to anyone who
describes my style except for Jamal
Featherstone. Xo one knows my
style. can depict my style, or

change my style except Jamal.

One fashion icon I can say I look

to is Kanye West, simply because

he is a risk taker. There is never a

time when people don t think

"What is Kanye going to wear
next?" and I believe I give the same
impression off.

JAMALfeatherstone



By Raven Davis

Robert Bates is a Senior Visual

Arts student from Charlotte,

North Carolina. Robert's style is

personality driven. The color

and combinations he puts

together are decided based on
his mood. "When I'm feeling

gloomy you can tell by my
color choices." Along with

being known around campus
for his style he also is an Aggie

Student Ambassador and served

as a model and secretary for

VERGE Modeling Troupe.

During Robert's free time he
loves to chill with friends and
shop.

1. How wouldyou describe your
style? How does it differfrom
everyone else's?

My style represents my
personality which is fun, loving,

and adventurous. It also has a

risky art background being that

I am a visual arts student.

2. How do you stay up to date with

trends? Or do you create your own?
I try to stay up to date with the

trends; but I learn how those

trends can fit into my wardrobe.

When I learn if they fit into my
style or wardrobe I then make
them my own.

3- Which celebrity wouldyou say

describes your style best? Who is/are

yourfashion icons?

I would have to say Kanye West
best describes my style and this is

not because of what he wears; but

because he is daring and takes risk

with his style.

Bates says he admires the style of

"Demi Moore, Zoe Saldana, and
Pharrell Williams." Upon
graduation he plans on using his

eye for fashion along with his

degree in Visual Arts to work for a

ation.
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Raven Davis

Derrick Williams is a sophomore,

studying Art from Henderson, North

Carolina. He lives by the famous words
of Albert Einstein, "I am enough of an

artist to draw freely upon my
imagination. Imagination is more
important than knowledge. Knowledge
is limited. Imagination encircles the

world."

1. Who inspires your style?

When I was young my dad said,

"Never dress for the person that you
are but for the person that you want to

become. Before anybody can ever

judge you or have an opinion about

you all they have to go off of is your

appearance." My sense of style

originated from my dad words. I

wanted to dress like my pops.

2. Who do you considerfashion icons

of this day in age?

People like Kanye West, Chris brown,

Dwayne Wade, Miguel, Andre 3000,

Wale, Fonzworth Bentley, Russell

Westbrook, and Pharrell. If I had a girl

fashion icon it would definitely have to

be Rihanna.

3- Hon • do you stay up l(

current trends or do you start your own?
Internet, magazines, T.V, people, really

anything around me I use to keep up
with what's relevant and what's not. It's

times when I do follow a particular

trend and it's time when I don't. If I'm

doing anything, I'm doing it for me
because I like it. I think in today's time

it's easy to get caught up in the hype
because it's comfortable. People should

really be who they are, diversity makes
the world grow.

4. Where are yourfavorite places to

shop?

Before I got to college I didn't know
what a thrift store was so when I started

to thrift I didn't really like it at first

honestly but over time I fell in love with

it once I really understood the art of

thrifting. Nevertheless, that's where I do
a lot of my damage at now but if not at

the thrift store I am at H&M man.

Overall, I will shop from anywhere. If

the piece of clothing looks good on me
and the stitches line up correctly, I'm

buying it.

Upon graduation Derrick wants to

utilize all of his talents to start his own
business which will include art, fashion,

and a barbershop in one.
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By Raven Davis

Tyler Jones is a junior Fashion

Merchandising major from Littleton,

North Carolina. She has obtained an

internship with Natasha Morgan
designer eyewear company and
made a custom leather shirt for Que
from Day 26. Tyler uses her passion

for fashion and displays in her

everyday attire and to progress in

her college career.

1.How do you stay up with the

newest trends? Or do you setyour
own?
I research, research, research. I'm

constantly looking in consumer
publications like Vogue, Elle,

Glamour, Etc., or I browse their

websites and other websites like

WWD. These websites give me
inspiration and I make it my own
2. You are known for taking regular

garments and adding a twist to

them, from where do you get these

ideas?

They come from within, for example
when I look at my sweats or my
cargo's, I wish the bottom was
tighter because to me it can give any
look spunk.

3- What are yourplans to take your
talents to the next level? What are your
plans upon graduation?

As of right now I'm branding my
talents, I'm putting what I can do out

there to see the reaction I get! I have

great things in writing for 2013 so

you'll just have to wait and see.

4. Do you put a lot of thoughts into

your outfits or does it come naturally?

Being natural takes thought, it all

embarks from your thought process ok
how you interpret things! It goes upon
how I'm feeling. Of course I don't sit

for hours and say what can I do with

this or how shall I wear that, that

happens at the point of purchase,

when I'm buying I say I can do this

with that and so forth, but it may be

months sometimes years before I wear
something I bought the time just has to

be right, what I wear is more less a

feeling

Tyler says, "In order to come up with

designs I naturally take into

consideration everything around me on
a day to day basis to help emphasize
who I am when I put my outfits

together!" When Tyler graduates she

plans on moving to New York to

pursue a career in fashion.
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Kamaria Chanel Ellerbe, an Applied

Engineering Technology student,

was recently chosen to perform a

spoken word piece at an A&T Four

program, but is best known for her

fashion sense, she says she always

expresses her inner moods from her

outward appearance.

1. What/ who inspires your style?

The louder my outfits are, the more
thoughts and feelings are boggling

through my head. Self-expression is

really big to me; there was once a

time when I didn't accept all my
peculiarities. But I found my identity

in Christ, so I really value self-

expression. Why not glory through

fashion, as an everyday expression

of my gratitude for God, in grooming

me into such a phenomenal young
woman?

2. What isyourfavoriteplace to

shop?

It's crazy how the thrift store became
the mooove of the century. Being

that my style was of an older crowd,

I was hip to the thrift, or "t-store", at

an early age. I also like town

3- What wouldyou say sets your style

apartfrom everyone else's?

It's a known fact - if you look good,

you'll feel good. But for me, what I

wear goes a tad bit deeper. It can be

the BEST outfit in the world but if it

can't exhort that positive feel to cheer

me through the day, I won't be

satisfied. I dress to express, not to

impress. Also, if you look closely, you
can probably derive about a ton of

subliminals and metaphors from my
outfits; I like to think of my body as a

billboard. Question is, who and what

are you representing?

Upon graduation, Kamaria plans to

create her own eco friendly

manufacturing industry - turning trash

into treasure, by innovating discarded

waste material from landfills and up-

cycling them into fashion articles,

automobile designs to tech savvy

gadget patents and biodegradable

products.

KAMARIA ELLERBEE
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1. W/?o inspires your style?And ivhom
do you considerfashion icons of this

day in age?

As far as fashion is concerned, I am
inspired by quite a few people from
many different parts of the world. I am
a subscriber to many fashion & style

3logs from inside the US and a few
European based. I take in everything.

Following some of these blogs has

allowed me to see and discover many
fashion icons that aren't quite as

famous in the US. Some of the key
individuals that I look up to in the

fashion & style realm are Kanye West,

Brad Goreski, Taz Arnold, Lapo
Elkann, Ugo Mozie, Lino Leluzzi, and
Angel Ramos.

2 .Describe your style and how it differs

from others?

My style is versatile. I can never quite

describe it in its entirety. But a word I

sometimes use is "Simplicated," which
is my way of describing my balance of

simple yet complicated attire. I am a

lover of monochromatic ensembles,

but I also love to add color. For

example, I may wear all black five

days straight and end the weekend
with colorful color blocking. I like to

keep people guessing.

I pride myself in having a versatile

wardrobe and style. I like to tell

people "If people know how you will

dress before you arrive, you are doing
something wrong". You never know

what you going get when it comes to

my sense of style. I am a lover of high-

fashion pieces and vintage gear, but I

have many different types of clothing. I

like to mix them all on a daily basis. My
daily look can be as simple as a t-shirt,

jeans and sneakers or as serious as a

suit, tie, and hard-bottom dress shoes.

Although I would say that I am most
connected to and known for my semi-

casual looks, I really enjoy mixing up
my look.

4. Where areyoufavoriteplaces to shop?

"Anywhere with a cash register." That's

the God honest truth. My personal

favorite & most frequent place of choice

is Saks Fifth Avenue, a high-end

department store, but I love shopping
anywhere. I frequent a few high-end

retailers, but truly love to shop at thrift,

vintage, and consignment shops as well.

There are days I may have on $300
Italian loafers on with a $4 dollar blazer

purchased from Goodwill. Growing up,

one of my mom's favorite hobbies was
to thrift shop. She brought me up going
to consignment and thrift stores. Almost
every weekend my mom and I would
get dressed and go to The Faith Farm,

which was a nearby mega thrift store in

Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Thrift shopping
just stuck with me ever since. In

addition to Saks and Design Archives, I

also enjoy online shopping. Some of my
favorite online retailers are

SSENSE.COM, ASOS.com, Topman.com,
Fatfetch.com, andYOOX.com.

Van lives by the quote "You never get a

second chance to make a first

impression" - Will Rogers which is why
le is always dressed his best.
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SUMMER

WORLD
BEAT

Every four years thousands of people tune in to see the best of

the best athletes compete for the gold medal. It is one of the

highest viewed events on tv other than the presidential

inauguration. This summer London hosted 10,820 athletes with

two hundred and four nations participating.The medal count this

year for America was spectacular, the nation ranked number one
with the most gold medals and also number one with the most
medals overall. China and Great Britain came in second and
third in gold medal rank and medal count. This year the United

States had many memorable athletes such as Gabby Douglas,

who competed in gymnastics and became the first African

American gymnast to win gold and the first gymnast ever to win
gold in both the all-around and team events. Michael Phelps,

competed in swimming with twenty-two medals and is now the

most decorated Olympian of all time. Queen Elizabeth II's

opening this summer was deemed the best opening ceremony
which was entitled Isles of Wonder. The summer 2016 Olympics
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil will undoubtedly have big shoes to fill.

By Raven Davis

One of NASA's rovers landed on Mars August
5th, 2012. It is the largest rover to ever be sent

to outer space; it is about the size of a small

car. The name of the rover is very fitting,

Curiosity. The rover is on a mission to discover

whether or not life could survive on Mars.

Curiosity landed in an area of Mars called Gale

Crater. The rover is ordered to study the terrain

in an area named Glenelg. The rover is also

working to see if life ever lived on Mars and if

water or plans were once there. It is expected

that the rover will be on Mars for about 2

years; this project is expected to cost 2.5 billion

dollars.
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By Raven Davis

In a very populated country, electricity is very

essential. The India power outage was the biggest

one in history; it put about 670 million people lives

to an abrupt stop. Power grids stopped working
and effected people and business for about 2,000

miles. To make it worse, the government did not

know what caused the outage, although they were
the ones who took the blame. Some possible

reasons for the power outage include, the grid

being over worked, due to a recent shortage of rain;

because of the little rain, farmers had to pump more
water onto their farm lands. Often times the power
grids in India are pushed to their limits because the

production of electricity isn't keeping up with the

_ ZT^TT . _ ^ iTt a at population growth. Citizens were very disappointed,

IimL/i/a PL)W tl\ vJU I Avt pointing the finger at the government, saying it was
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ a lack of planning and management on the

governments end.

By Richard Bouldin lma9eSoufce:

The battle between the iPhone 5 and the Samsung
Galaxy S3 was one to watch. #teamandriod and

#teamiphone often appeared on Twitter timelines.

Around campus, the number of students with

iPhones was greater than students carrying

Android phones. The Galaxy S3 had sold thirty

million units within 150 days, while the iPhone 5

had only sold five million units. That being said,

many in the technology world are saying that the

iPhone 5 is falling behind in features that

consumers want. The battle will continue on, but

for now, Samsung Galaxy S3 wins the battle.

By Deon Williams

Space, the final frontier, the frontier nations strived to

conquer first, and China is trying to push its way to the

finish line with the Chinese National Manned Space
Program. After several years of testing and planning, on

June 16, 2012, the Shenzhou 9 successfully completed its

journey to the Tiangong 1 space station, an in-space

research laboratory. Not only did the Shenzhou space craft

make history with its landing; however, the first female

Chinese astronaut, Liu Yang, made her mark on the world
with her first space mission on the Shenzhou 9. Jing

Haipeng, astronaut and captain of the Shenzhou 9, lead a

team of two astronauts, Liu Wang, the pilot (his first time

flying) and Liu Yang, as a crewmember. After launching off

from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center, the crew
successfully docked the Tiangong 1 space module on June
18, 2012, and the spacecraft retuned after thirteen days on
Friday, June 29, and landed in Mongolia. The Shenzhou 9

and the astronauts accompanying, were welcomed home to

a country full of pride and joy.
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By Raven Davis

Australian skydiver and daredevil did the

unthinkable by setting a new world record of

skydiving twenty-four miles at a speed of eight

hundred and forty three point six miles per

hour. On October 14th 2012, Felix

Baumgartner became the first person to break

the sound barrier without vehicular power on
his descent. He has also been known to

perform other dangerous stunts. When asked

about the amazing jump Alethea Rose from
Charlotte North Carolina, a Fashion

Merchandising major said "THAT'S CRAZY' but

it's pretty cool that he did it I would never

want to do that no matter what even if I

received a million dollars" Alethea concluded

by saying she commends him for doing what
he did and wishes that she were brave like

him.

AUTUMN

WORLD
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By Raven Davis

Categoiy two storm, Hurricane Sandy swept threw the

Bahamas, Greater Antilles, Eastern Canada, and eastern

United states during the days of October 22nd-29th 2012,

destroying everything in her path. She reached winds of 109

miles per hour, leaving people homeless, scared, and
causing 122 fatalities. Sandy was the second most costly

storm in the United States. People all across the U.S. were
shocked by the damaged caused. Sophomore, Jowandalyn
Fields, Biological Engineering major from Lexington,

Kentucky said, "When I heard about the devastation it

caused first thing that came to my mind was, how can I

help? I felt bad and the news hit me as if it was my own
home that was stuck by the storm." There were a great

number of people who participated in the relief process.

HURRICANE SAND'



By Raven Davis

At 9:35 am on December 14, 2012, Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newton, Connecticut, was
intruded by 22-year old Adam Lanza. He fatally

shot twenty kids, between the ages of six and

seven years old, and six educators. The news
of this tragic event spread quickly and the whole
nation was affected. According to Quentesa

Pierce Senior, Business management student,

from Bridgeport, NJ, "I was very confused on
how it not only affected Newton, Ct but it also

affected towns and cities across the country. I

had a friend that tried to visit my alma-mater

high school and was turned away because of

the controversy that was taking place in

Connecticut." The city of Newton is now home
second deadliest school shooting in the United

States since the 2007 Virginia Tech Massacre.

The tragedy is devastating to our country as well

as people across the country who share a love

for children.



By Raven Davis

Seven Consecutive Tour de France winner, and
cancer survivor Lance Armstrong was stripped of

his titles, and banned from cycling for life.

Armstrong was been found guilty of dopping by
the United States Anti-Doping Agency in 2012.

In a controversial interview this past January

Armstrong admitted to Oprah in a one on one
interview that he was doping. The interview

was a shock to the world. When asked what
was her reaction about Lance Armstrong doping
Naquandra Davis from Harrisburg, NC, an
Elementary Education Major said, " He should

have admitted to doping earlier because

cheaters never prosper and cheaters never win.
" Naquandra commends him for finally

admitting to doing what he did but felt that he
should have done it earlier. This controversial

issue will be going on for many years.

WINTER

WORLD
BEAT

By Raven Davis

The Super Bowl, the biggest televised event for football of the

year, was on February 3rd. The Ravens and 49ers played a

close game at the Superdome. The stunning half time

performance by Beyonce featuring former Destiny's Child

members Kelly and Michelle had the twitter world buzzing. The
game was close with a final score of 34-31 in the Ravens favor

the crowd went wild and crazy. There are some people who
watch the Super Bowl just for the commercials that get funnier

and funnier each year including this year.. This year the super

bowl was delayed for thirty five minutes due to half of the

power going out in the Superdome causing millions of dollars

in losses. When asked how he felt about the Super Bowl this

year, Matthew Taylor from Oakland, California, an Elementary

Education major said, " It was a great game and but wished
that the 49ers would have won." Matthew was happy the

Ravens won because it was Ray Lewis his last year playing, he

is also anticipating next year's Super Bowl.
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NY BANS LARGE SODAS

By Kelyn Greene

New Yorkers can kiss their oversized drinks bye bye,

New York's very own mayor, Michael Bloomberg,

announced he is banning large sugary drinks

including sodas and other highly caffeinated drinks.

Food carts, movie theaters, restaurants', delis, and
more are no longer allowed to sell overly sweetened
beverages over the size of sixteen ounces, which will

cause a large dent in their pockets. This ban excludes

coffees, diet sodas, fruit juices, and dairy based drinks

such as milkshakes but this is still not good news to

those who need their large coke or mountain dew as

a pick-me-up in the afternoon. The effort in this ban
is to reduce obesity, a nationwide problem, that needs

to be taken under control. Here at NCAT we enjoy or

large Sweet Teas from McCallisters and Mcdonalds, as

well as our huge late night fountain drinks from

Cookout.

By Raven Davis

Good news! We survived 21 December 2012, which was
supposed to be the end of the world according to the

Mayan Empire's Calendar. Scholars from multiple

disciplines quickly dismissed predictions. Professional

Mayanist scholars stated that to no extent the Mayan
accounts are accurate with their elementary astronomical

observations. Students here at North Carolina A&T had fun

cracking jokes on the doomsday via Twitter and Instagram

with hilarious pictures and tweets. While others Such as

sophomore, criminal justice major Alexis Mclntyre didn't

think twice about the false predictions. She says, "As a

strong believer In Christ, I think the Mayans ended the

calendar at 2012 because it was a good ending period. I

feel as though God is going to come when he is ready and
for non-believers that was a raw prediction." December

! 21st turned out to be just another school day here at North

Carolina A&T State University. mm
By Mian Cash

The success of YouTube hit Gangnam Style has turned the

spotlight on emerging South Korean fashion. Since

[storming first YouTube and now the charts, Gangnam Style

by pop sensation Psy has enjoyed phenomenal worldwide
attention with its catchy tune and cult dance moves. To

most Gangnam is just a lyric, in Seoul, South Korea it is in

[fact a thriving fashion destination with big-name labels that

include Louis Vuitton, Gucci and Prada. "Gangnam style

was a great advertisement of Gangnam in Korea," designer

Bong told the Financial Times. "Korean fashion culture is

j
developing very fast. Lots of Koreans are trying to express

[their own personality and sensibility with their clothes." It's

not just at home that Gangnam style is thriving, in 2010
Concept Korea launched at New York Fashion Week as a

platform to promote Korean fashion in the US, this year

proving to be its most popular yet.
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By Raven Davis

The charming pop star Miguel made a dare

devil attempt to jump over the crowd and
across the stage during the 2013 Music
Billboard Awards, landing on a woman. After

his failed attempt he continued his

performance, before he could finish jokes

took over the cyber world. Tasha Mack a

Public Relations Junior from Charlotte North

Carolina says, "It was his new hair du, you
may look like a bird but that does not mean
you can fly like one".

I

By Raven Davis

April 15, 2013 was a devastating day for the nation. During the

Boston Marathon two pressure cook bombs exploded around

3 pm. There was thirteen seconds between the explosions

which killed three people and injured 264 people. The FBI

began their investigation on April 18, releasing pictures of the

suspects who they later discovered to be brothers, Dzhokhar
and Tamerlan Tsarnaev Chechen. While the F.B.I were
searching for the two suspects the surrounding towns were
told to stay in place and all public transportation was
suspended and Dzhokhar was found hiding in a residents

boat. Dzhokar claimed Tamerlan, who was killed in a gun fire,

to be the mastermind. After Dzhokar was interrogated they

informed the detective they were on their way to bomb Times
Square. Charities throughout the world sent aid to the victims.
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BOSTON MARATHON BOMBING



By Raven Davis

Rutgers Men's basketball coach, Mike Rice, was fired

after being seen on camera "hitting, kicking, and
taunting players with anti-gay slurs at practice". The

coach was fired while under contract with the

university. However, he was suspended from practices

after his unlawful acts were exposed. Strangely, during

Rice's three years coaching at Rutgers, ESPN aired

numerous clips of the coach firing basketballs at the

players, hitting them, and grabbing the players by their

jerseys and yelling offensive slurs. The University

reached a $475,000 settlement agreement, which will

compensate for his last 2 years of his 5 year contract

with the University. According to his contract the

university owed the coach over 1 million dollars for the

next 2 years but President Robert Barchi claimed that

he would not approve a hefty payout to the disgraced

coach. Rutgers University took the best actions in

dismissing the coach because of safety concerns

regarding students.

By Raven Davis

On May 6th, three women and a child were rescued from a

home in Cleveland Ohio after being held captive for over 10

years. Ariel Castro, a sex addict, who abused them and kept

them contained in his home, is held responsible for this

unfortunate event. Michelle Knight disappeared at the age of

21 in 2002, Amanda Berry disappeared in 2003 at the age of

16, and Georgina Dejesus disappeared in 2004 at the age of

14. During the time of captivity, Amanda Berry was
impregnated by Castro. Fortunately, one of doors inside the

home was left unlocked and Berry began to scream to try and
catch the attention of a neighbor. Unfortunately that neighbor,

Angel Cordero, spoke very little English and could not

communicate well with Berry. Soon, another neighbor, Charles

Ramsey, joined Cordero at the house's front door during the

rescue effort and the two heroes teamed up and kicked

through the bottom of the storm door, which was reportedly

"heavily bolted". Upon the women's rescue the police were
notified and all of the women returned to their homes after

being admitted into hospitals for check ups. Castro was then

arrested, and may be sentence with the death penalty. One of

the rescuers, Charles Ramsey, will receive "free burgers for

life" after he describes dropping his "Big Mac" sandwich and
running to help, upon hearing one of the victims screaming.

Not every day people step out of their boundaries to partake

in outrageous situations, luckily these two rescuers did.
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